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University of Wisconsin-Madison 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53706 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIAL SC IENCE BUILDING 
1180 OBSERVATORY DRIVE 

Professor David Resnick 
14 Graetz St . 
93111 Jerusalem 
ISRAEL 

Dear David, 

Post-It"' brand fax transmittal memo 7671 

To V/h/. • 

November 16, 1991 

Thanks for the comments on the monitoring, evaluation, and feedback proposal. 
Slowly but surely, the whole enterprise seems to be moving forward . 

I enjoyed reading your paper on school choice in the supplementary schools 
market . I think it has a contribution to offer the general education field, 
and that Teachers College Record would be a good place for it. I hope you 
will also submit it for presentation at next year's conference of the Research 
Network on Jewish Education. (Did you receive the conference announcement?) 

I have a few comments which I hope will be helpful. In general I thought the 
paper was very interesting bu t somewhat underwritten, and most of my 
suggestions have to do with expanding and elaborating. 

(11 To be of interest to the general audience, the paper needs to set up the 
general problem more clearly, explaining how this is a special case which is 
useful for addressing the problem, and to return to the initial problem more 
strongly in the end . The paper begins to address a general problem- -the 
effects of a choice system on educational quality--but does not elaborate much 
on the issue. I suggest expanding part I to include a fuller discussion of 
various predictions about what happens to educationa l quality when choices a re 
available . (I see this as the major issue . I assume that is your view also.I 

Part V seemed to undercut the paper's appeal to a general audience. Instead 
of discussing varied goals of Jewish education (p.14-15) and the analogy of 
public/private schools and supplemental/day schools (p . 16-17), this section 
needs to draw lessons from the case study for policies on school choice. 
Despite the differences between Jewish supplemental schools and secular 
schools , which are well stated, I think there~ some lessons for the general 
educational community . What affects quality when choice is available? 
Apparently schools try hard to meet the interests and needs of their c l ients , 
within limits created by self-imposed standards . We also learn that the 
excitement of a new option may wear off, particularly if there is a perception 
that quality has not been maintained. Another finding is the variability of 
options, as noted in the last sentence of Part V (p.171. Finally , it might be 
worth noting that price is clearly not everything: most parents did not choose 
the cheapest way to obtain a bar mitz:vah . I think these kind of issues need 
to be at the forefront of Part V. 

I agree the question of quality is important but unresolved (but I prefer the 
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word "ambiguity" to "unclarity" at the bottom of p.14). One point the paper 
could make is that neither the researchers nor the parents have good ways of 
judging the quality of the schools. This certainly holds in general education 
as well, and it is relevant to the question of what happens to quality in a 
system of choice.· For the purposes of this paper, I think it is useful to 
speak of quality as quantity, recognizing that quantity is a crude measure. 
That would allow you to be more consistent; at present you speak implicitly of 
quality as quantity in describing the differ ences among the schools. I 
recommend discussing this issue early on--perhaps towards the end of Part III
-so we know how we are supposed to judge the different schools . 

As I see it, the paper suggests that choice does not guarantee quality, 
especially when quality is so har d to measur e . It does stimulate variability, 
and it may help to maintain standards of quality (measured by quantity), 

(2) Minor points : 
(a) P.9 - The demands of the JYH program did not seem "minimal" to me, 

particularly the demands on families. 

(b) Often I wanted more information on the schools. For example, why 
did the founding directors of the JYH move (p.10)? What did bar mitzvah mean 
to the students in the different kinds of schools? 

(c) P.13, top, last sentence of Part IV - Drop the phrase, "in 
supplementary J ewish education." With it> the sentence makes it sound as if 
the main point of the paper is assessing Jewish supp l ementary education, and 
that will not be of interest to the general audience . 

(d) P. 13, first sentence of part V - Not clear what you mean by 
"attainment, not achievement." Need to explain this point. 

(e) P . 15, bottom - where does the quote end? 

(f) P. 16 - Admission requirements also include the willingness to pay! 

**************** 

Good luck! I hope to see you at the Research Network conference next summer. 
Have a good year. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Adam 
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CENTER 
ON 

ORGANIZATION 
AND University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Wisconsin Center for Education Research 
1025 W. Johnson St. 

RESTRUCTURING 
OF 

SCHOOLS 
July 26, 1991 

Madison, WI 53706 

(608) 263-7575 

To: Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein 
From: Adam Gamoran 
CC: Shulamith Elster 
Re: my participation in the CIJE research project 

This memo is to clarify my proposed involvement in the CIJE research project, as developed 
during our meetings prior to the Jerusalem work.shop. I am happy to listen to any clarifications or 
modifications you may wish to offer. 

The job would be that of a consultant to the CUE, and would report to the CIJE director. It is 
important that the position be one of a colleague rather than a subordinate of the Chief 
Education Officer, to encourage constructive criticism of the educational programs supported by 
the CIJE in the lead communities. 

In this position, I would be responsible for ensuring (a) the quality of fieldwork in lead 
communities; and (b) progress in the development of indicators of the outcomes of Jewish 
education. My time commitment would be limited to twelve hours per month during the time 
periods specified. My tasks would be as follows: 

FIRST PRELIMINARY PHASE: OCT. - DEC. 1991 
A Field research 

1. Prepare a job description for the field researchers and the chief field researcher. The 
description would include such items as rationale, fieldwork tasks, reporting requirements, 
standards, and expectations. 

2. Circulate the job description for feedback from (a) those involved with the CUE, 
especially those who participated in the July 1991 CIJE workshop; and (b) colleagues with 
expertise in the fields of evaluation and qualitative research, such as Gary Wehlage, Mary 
Metz and Karen Seashore Louis. 

3. ;Revise the job description and present it to the director of CIJE. 

B. Outcome development 
l. Work with Shulamith to prepare a brief description of what the outcome paper might 
entail. H possible, advise Shulamith on whom to hire for the paper. 

SECOND PRELIMINARY PHASE: JAN. - JULY 1992 
A Field research 

1. The CIJE director and chief education officer will hire the field researchers. I would 
participate in the final interview stage of selection. 



2. Work with Shulamith and the chief field researcher to establish a monitoring and 
feedback system: Specify main areas of focus, procedures, forms, etc., as much as is 
possible in advance. 
2. Participate in an initiatory meeting with all the field researchers. The main purpose of 
the meeting would be for the chief field researcher to train the other field workers, based 
on the monitoring plans we have worked out. 
3. Remain in regular contact with the chief field researcher and provide assistance as 
needed. 

B. Outcome development 
1. Provide continuous feedback to the paper author. Approve final version of the initial 
draft of the paper, July 1992. 

YEAR 1 OF LEAD COMMUNITIES: SEP. 1992-JUNE 1993 
A Field research 

1. This period of the fieldwork project is problematic for me because I will be out of the 
country. Although I can provide feedback on written discussions of fieldwork findings, I 
will not be available to participate in quarterly meetings of the fieldwork team. 
Responsibility for supervision will rest with the chief field researcher. I will review the 
nine-month reports of the field researchers which are due during this period. 

B. Outcome development 
1. Advise the author of the thought paper on revisions in response to reaction from 
diverse representatives of the American Jewish community. Approve final version of the 
expanded draft of the paper. 
2. Prepare agenda, attend, and lead a meeting of the research advisory committee to 
discuss (a) their views of the outcomes described in the paper and (b) their suggestions for 
approaches to measuring these outcomes. 

YEAR 2 OF LEAD COMMUNITIES: SEP. 1993 - JUNE 1994 
A Field research 

1. &tablish more frequent contacts with the chief field researcher; and participate in 
quarterly meetings with the fieldwork team. Provide feedback on preliminary papers 
leading up to the 21-month reports from the lead communities. 

B. Outcome development 
1. &tablish a mec!hanism for developing instruments for measuring outcomes of Jewish 
education, according to (a) the outcomes paper completed in year 1; (b) reports of 
operative outcomes uncovered in the lead communities; (c) conceptions of the educated 
Jew developed at the Mandel Institute; and ( d) suggestions from the research advisory 
committee in response to these sources of information. 

YEAR 3 OF LEAD COMMUNITIES: SEP. 1994-JUNE 1995 
If all goes as planned in the preceding three years, we may be ready at this time to begin a 
quantitative study of the outcomes of education in the lead communities and elsewhere. Taking 
the outcome indicators we will have developed, we may be able to assess standards in the lead 
communities and compare them to standards elsewhere. This cannot be viewed conclusively as a 
causal analysis, but it will be an attempt to validate the conclusions of the field work, which will 
presumably continue through this year. 
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Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback: A Three-Year Outline 
Adam Gamoran 
University of Wisconsin, Madison 
July, 1991 

This memo proposes a plan for the monitoring, evaluation, and feedback component of 
the CIJE. The plan contains three elements: field research in lead communities; development of 
outcomes and tools for measuring outcomes; and stimulation of self-contained research projects. 
Tasks are described for the first three years, beginning fall 1991. Explanations of rationales are 
drawn in part from my earlier memo. 

FIELD RESEARCH IN LEAD COMMUNITIES 
Studying the process of change in lead communities should be a major component of the 

CIJE strategy. Documenting the process is especially important because the effects of innovation 
may not be manifested for several years. For example, suppose Community X manages to 
quadruple its number of full-time, professionally-trained Jewish educators. How long will it take 
for this change to affect cognitive and affective outcomes for students?· Since the results cannot 
be detected immediately, it is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the extent to which the 
professional educators are being used effectively. Studying the process is also important in the 
case of unsuccessful innovation. Suppose despite the best-laid plans, Community X is unable to 
increase its professional teaching force. Learning from this experience would require knowledge 
of the points at which the innovation broke down. 

Field researchers. At least one half-time field researcher would be hired for each 
community. Although budgetary and personnel constraints are likely to constrain the number of 
researchers the CIJE is able to hire, we should be aware that the depth of monitoring, evaluation, 
and feedback will be related to the number of researchers supported by the CUE. I estimate that 
one half-time researcher would be able to provide the level of detail described in this memo if the 
size of the Jewish community is approximately 50,000 or smaller. 

Field researchers would have the following responsibilities: 
1. Supplement community self-studies with additional quantitative data, as determined 
following a review of the self-studies in all of the lead communities. 

2. Use these data, along with interviews and observations in the field, to gain an 
understanding of the state of Jewish education in the community at the outset of the lead 
community process. 

3. Attend meetings and interview participants in order to monitor the progress of efforts 
to improve the educational delivery system, broadly conceived. 

4. Write a nine-month report describing items 1-3 (May 1993). An important contribution 
of the report would be to discuss the operative goals of programs in the lead community. 
The report would also assess progress toward the commission's goals, and would speak 
frankly about barriers to implementing the plans of the local commission. In this way, the 
report would serve as formative evaluation for the community and the CUE. 



5. Replicate the initial data collection a year later, and continue monitoring progress 
toward the comtniMion plan. 

6. :Wue a 21-month report (May 1994), which would describe educational changes that 
occurred during the first two years, and present an assessment of the extent to which goals 
have been achieved. Two types of assessment would be included: (a) Qualitative 
~ment of program implementation. (b) Tabulation of changes in rates of participation 
in Jewish education, which may be associated with new programs. 

It may be possible to compare changes in rates of participation to changes that do or do 
not occur in other North American Jewish communities. For example, suppose the lead 
communities show increases in rates of Hebrew school attendance after Bar Mitzvah. Did 
these rates change in other communities during the same period? If not, one may have 
greater confidence in the impact of the efforts of the lead communities. (Even so, it is 
important to remember that the impact of the pro~ams in lead communities cannot be 
disentangled from the overall impact of lead communities by this method. Thus, we must 
be cautious in our generalizations about the effects of the programs.) 

The 21-month reports would serve as both formative and summative evaluation for the 
local commissions and the CIJE. In other words, they would not only encourage 
improvement in ongoing programs, but would also inform decisions about whether 
programs should be maintained or discontinued. 

· 7. Field researchers would also serve as advisers to reflective practitioners in their 
communities (see below). 

Schedule. During fall 1991, a job description and list of qualifications would be prepared. 
The researchers would be hired and undergo training during spring and summer 1992. During 
this period, further details of the monitoring and feedback system would be worked out. The 
fieldwork itself would begin in late summer or early fall 1992. 

Chief field researcher. One of the field researchers would serve as chief field researcher. 
The chief filed researcher would work full-time. In addition to studying his or her community, the 
chief field researcher would be responsible for training the others and coordinating their studies. 

Reflective practitioners . • In each lead community, two or more reflective practitioners 
would be commissioned to reflect on and write about their own educational efforts. The 
reflective practitioners, who could be selected by their local councils, would be teachers or 
administrators involved in CUE programs with reputations for excellent practice, or who are 
attempting to change their practices substantially. The local field researchers would supervise and 
advise the reflective practitioners. 

Collection of achievement and attitudinal data. Some of the participants at the July, 1991 
Jerusalem workshop advocated administering such achievement tests and attitudinal 
questionnaires as are currently available. This effort would require another researcher dedicated 
to the task. Much work remains to be done in locating and selecting among available tests and 
survey items. 

DEVEWPMENT OF OUTCOMES 
It is widely recognized that the question of the outcomes of Jewish education, which was 
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not addr~ in the Commission report, cannot be avoided by the CUE. This is not only a 
practical necessity, but a requirement of the research project: to evaluate the su~ of programs 
in the lead communities, one must know the criteria by which they are to be evaluated. Hence, 
the research project will take up the issues of (a) what are the aims of Jewish education; and (b) 
how can those aims, once defined, be measured? 

Proposed tasks for this component of the project for the first two years are: 

1. Commission a thought paper by an experienced professional on the outcomes of Jewish 
education. Guidelines for the paper would include: 

(a) The focus would be concrete rather than vague. This might be accomplished 
by posing th.e question as, "H you were to evaluate the outcomes of Jewish 
education, what would you look at?" 
(b) Outcomes should be addr~ in the areas of cognition, attitudes, 
values/beliefs, practices, and participation. 

2. Distribute the paper for comments to nationaVcontinental organizations for feedback. 

3. Engage the original writer to expand the paper in light of feedback received from the 
major organizations. The revision should include an analysis of points of agreement and 
disagreement among the organizations. 

4. Present the revised paper to the research advisory group, posing the following 
questions: 
(a) What do you make of this set of outcomes? 
(b) How might they be measured? 

The research advisory group would have two additional sources of information to consider: 
the operative goals of programs in lead communities, as described by field researchers in 
their 9-month reports; and conceptions of the educated Jew developed by the Mandel 
Institute. 

5. Commission appropriate experts to begin selecting or creating outcome indicators. 

STIMULATION OF SELF-CONTAINED RESEARCH PROJECT'S 
At any time during the process, the CIJE may require urgent attention to specific issues of 

educational effectiveness. (An example might be the relative effectiveness of supplementary 
school and summer camp attendance for Jewish identification.) After developing an internal 
consensus, CIJE would either (1) issue a request for proposals on that topic, or (2) recruit and 
commission individual to carry out the research project. 



PROPOSED TIMELINE 

FIELDWORK OUTCOME DEVELOPMENT 

Fall 1991 create job description commission paper 

Spring 1992 oversee hiring, training 

July 1992 approve first paper 

Fall-Spring, fieldwork underway responses to paper 
1992-93 from national orgs. 

May 1993 9-month reports revise paper 

August 1993 meet with research 
advisory committee 

Fall-Spring, fieldwork continues develop outcome 
1993-94 indicators 

May 1994 21-month reports 
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TOWARDS THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA: 

THE COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

LEAD COMMUNITY PROJECT 

The Lead Community: A Concept, ·A Process, A Place 

An overview and Basic conceptions 

A Lead Community is a concept, a process and a place-
- a community engaged in planning for a comprehensive , 

far-reaching and systematic i mprovement of Jewish 
education. 

The CIJE and the Lead community 

Several lead communities will be established and each 
will enter a partnership with the CIJE committing· 
itself to develop and implement a specific plan of 
programs and project~ in the community. 

Content 

The community plan must include elements designed to 
address the 'enabling options' - professional 
development programs for all educators, recruitment and 
involvement of key lay leadership and enhanced use of 
Israel experiences as an educational resource . 

Programs 
The communities should undertake programmatic 
initiatives most suited to meet local needs and 
resources and likely to have a major impact on the 
scope and quality of Jewish education in the 
community. 

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feed-back 
Community plans and projects should be carefully 
monitored and evaluated and feedback provided on an 
ongoing basis. 

Appendix: Recruitment an~ Selection of Lead Communities 

1 
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An overview 

A Time to Act, reflects the North American Commission on Jewish 
Education's recolt\lnendation to establish local laboratories for 
Jewish education as a strategy for bringing about significant 
change and improvement. 

Three to five model communities will be established to 
demonstrate what can happen when there is an infusion of 
outstanding personnel into the educational system, when the 
importance of Jewish education is recognized by the 
community and its leadership, and when the necessary funds 
ar~ secured to meet additional costs. 

These models, called "Lead Communities", will provide a 
leadership function for other communities throughout North 
America. Their purpose is to serve as laboratories in which 
to discover the educational practices and policies that work 
best. They will function as the testing places for "best 
practices" - exemplar y or e xcellent programs - in all fields 
of Jewish education. 

Each of the Lead Communities will engage in the 
process of redesigning and improving the delivery of Jewish 
education through a wide array of intensive programs. 

(A Time to Act, p . 67) 
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Basic Conceptions 

1. The process of change is gradual. A long term project is 
being undertaken by the CIJE. The Lead Community Project 
is a means of bringing about meaningful change in Jewish 
education in North America by addressing those elements 
thought to be most critical to improvement. 

2. Without community support for Jewish education and an 
approach to deal with the shortage of qualified personnel 
no systemic change is likely. These are the "building 
blocks or enabling options" identified by the Commission. 

3. The initiative for bringing about community change should 
come from the local community itself. 

4. Each local community will be encouraged to strengthen 
existing programs and to develop innovative and 
experimental programs to expand thinking beyond existing 
.ideas and approaches. 

5. A local planning mechanism will be responsible 
for generating plans and ideas and designing programs 
that have the support of a coalition of the stakeholders-
key institutions and individuals. 

4. In order for a community plan for change to be valid and 
effective it should fulfill two conditions: 

• It must be comprehensive and of sufficient scope to 
have significant impact on the overall profile of 
Jewish education. 

• It must ensure high standards of guality. This can be 
accomplished with the assistance of experts in the 
field, careful and thorough planning, and appropriate 
evaluation procedures. 

5. The CIJE will assist in designing and field-testing 
solutions to local problems through the professional and 
technical support of its staff and consultants and the 
assistance of the many resources of its co-sponsors-- the 
Council of Jewish Federations (CJF), the Jewish Community 
Center Association (JCCA) and the Jewish Educational 
Services of North America (JESNA)-- the national training 
institutions, the denornintions and the local, regional, and 
national organizations. 
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The CIJE and the Lead community 

A coalition of the majority of the local educational institutions 
should be required to undertake a planning process and to make a 
commitment to recruit outstanding lay leadership so as to establish 
a supportive community climate to ensure the success of the plan. 

Based on the specific needs of the community and the resources 
available for implementation each community should propose a 
specific program that it believes will make a significant impact on 
the scope and quality of Jewish education. 

The CIJE should offer each lead community: 

- professional guidance by staff and consultants 
- on-going consultation on content and process issues 
- liaison to continental and international resources 
- facilitation of funding for special projects through the 

CIJE's relationship with foundations 
- assistance in the recruitment of community leadership 
- Best Practice Project 
- Monitoring, Evaluation and Feed-back 

Each community should make specific programmatic choices selected 
by mutual agreement from a menu prepared by the CIJE. The CIJE menu 
will include required and optional elements. 

The required elements wil l include: 

• activities to "build the profession" including in-service 
education for all personnel 

• recruitment and involvement of outstanding lay leaders 
for "community support" of Jewish education 

• maximum use of Best Practices so as to strengthen 
existing programs 

• additional and enhanced Israel experience programs 
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Personnel Development: 

communities should develop and implement a plan for the recruitment 
and training of personnel and for activities to "build the 
profession". The plan should consider the community's varied 
settings for formal and informal Jewish education and plan for pre
service and in-service activities for teachers, principals, rabbis 
and all personnel working in the field, either as professionals or 
as avocational educators. It should include a plan to recruit and 
train previously under-utilized community human resources. 

Specific examples of personnel development activities include the 
development of policies and programs to improve salaries and 
benefits, to develop new career paths and to empower educators by 
creating new roles for educators in decision-making in schools and 
in the community. 

The CIJE will recommend elements of an effective personnel 
development program and assist communities in the planning and 
implementation stages. 

Community support: 

Each lead community should launch a major effort at building 
community support. What is required is leadership at the 
congregational/school, agency board level and Federation levels. 
This requirement includes the recruitment of top leadership for 
financial support for Jewish education so as to create a supportive 
community climate to influence funding decisions and provide 
effective leadership for lead community activities. 

Some possible approaches to developing stronger leadership have 
been identified. They include: 

- improving the status of leadership in Jewish education 
- providing mentors for younger leadership from among the 

well-established and influential community leadership 
- training of school and agency boards through a 

community based training program 
- recruiting leadership from active adult learners 
- community leadership development programs designed 

specifically for Jewish educational leadership 
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Among the specific activiies that should be considered is the 
adoption of a formal agenda for COMMUNITY SUPPORT that includes: 

- new financial commitments with specific appropriate 
approaches to local fund-raising 

- establishment of a formal education "lobby" 
- development of regional or inter-communal networks 
- formalization of lay-professional dialogues 
- public relations efforts 

Optional elements may include the enrichment and/or modification of 
existing programs and the development of innovative and 
experimentai programs for a variety of settings. 

The CIJE should formalize its relationship with each lead community 
specifying the programs/projects to be implemented - the goals, 
anticipated outcomes, and the additional human and financial 
resources that the community will make available. The agreement 
should likewise specify the support that can be expected from the 
CIJE . . 

The CIJE should provide each lead community with timely feed-back 
through the study of programs and projects. At a later stage, the 
successful programs may be offered to additional communities for 
replication or modification in other setti ngs. Others may be 
dropped altogether. 
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content 

A wide variety of possible options reflecting the 
commitments, concerns and interests of the commissioners 
were considered - any one of which could have served as the 
basis for the Commission's agenda. It was recognized that 
the options could be usefully divided into two large 
categories: enabling options and programmatic options. 

The Commission decided to focus its work initially on two enabling 
options as major approaches to change without which other program 
options were unlikely to achieve their goals. The enabling options 
are to "build the profession" so as to deal with the shortage of 
qualified personnel and "the community - its leadership, structures 
and funding" so as to provide the support essential for community 
change. Each community will be required first to plan for the 
"enabling options", the required elements of the community plan. 

The Commission identified programmatic areas for intervention as a 
means to improving existing programs, ·strengthening ins ti tut ions 
and developing innovative and experimental projects. The 
programmatic areas include the target populations (early 
childhood through senior citizens), settings and frameworks 
(informal and forma l - e.g. , schools, centers and camps) and 
specific content and methods. 

Each community should choose the programmatic areas through which 
they plan to address t hese options. 

"Enabling options" should be reflected in the programmatic areas 
selected by the communit y, those most suited to local needs and 
conditions. 

Two examples help clarify the critical relationship between 
"enabling options" and specific programs. 

- Training programs for principals improve schools . 
- Individual schools benefit when supplementary school 

teachers participate in required in-service training 
programs. 

"As the Lead Communities begin to develop their plans of action the 
Best Practices ·inventory would offer a guide to successful 
programs/sites/curricula which could be adopted in the Lead 
Communities." (The Best Practices Project by Dr. Barry w. Holtz). 
Thus a community choosing to undertake a specific program/project 
will be offered models of successful programs/projects by the CIJE 
so as to incorporate experience in the field in planning and 
decision making. The community can then either replicate, modify or 
develop unique programs, keeping in mind the standards set by these 
models. 

7 



Monitoring. Evaluation, and Feedback 

Ongoing monitoring of progress -- collection and analysis of 
data -- should assist community leaders, planners and educators to 
improve and adjust implementation activities in the communities. 

The CIJE should establish an Evaluation Project to provide: 

• ongoing monitoring of activities and elements of the 
community plan 

• evaluation of progress in appropriate form/s 
• a feedback loop(s) to "connect practical results with a 

process of rethinking, replanning and implementation" 

Data will be collected locally and nationally to: 

- evaluate the impact and effectiveness of individual programs 
evaluate the effectiveness of the Lead Community Concept 
as a model for change · 

- create indicators and a data base to serve as the basis for 
an-ongoing assessment of Jewish education in North America. 

It is anticipated that this work may contribute to a periodic 
"State of Jewish Education Report" as recommended by the 
Commission. 

Research findings provided through the feedback loop(s) will make 
information available on a continuous basis for decision-making 
purposes. The feedback loop(s) provide for the rapid exchange of 
knowledge and the ability to use information in both planning and 
practice. It is anticipated that this approach will result in 
ongoing adjustments and adaptations of plans. 

8 



-
UPDATE: NEXT STEPS 

During its initial months the CIJE has succeeded in establishing a 
organization and infrastructure that is now ready to launch work on 
the recommendations of the Commission. The Senior Policy Advisors 
and the Board of Directors of the CIJE have held their initial 
meetings and reviewed preliminary papers and conceptions. The 
Education Officer has begun work on a full-time basis and a search 
is undrway for the Executive Director and Senior Planner. 

Two deliberations were held at the Mandel Institute in Jerusalem -
January and July 1991- with CIJE staff, advisors and consultants. 
A working group of educators and planners has been formed to assist 
the CIJE in its work. 

A first workplan for the CIJE and time line have been established 
that includes the following elements: 

Establishing Lead Communities - as outlined in this paper 

Undertaking a Best Practices Projects as outlined in 
the enclosed CIJE paper by Dr. Barry w. Holtz 

A paper now being prepared towards the establishment of a 
research capability in North America 

A project to building community support including the 
preparation of a strategic plan 

Development of an approach to a continental strategy for 
preparing Jewish educators 

Developing and launching a monitoring, evaluation and 
feedback program for the CIJE 

Separate papers will be forthcoming on each of the above elements 
of the CIJE's program. 

SRE 
8/91 
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Appendix; The Recruitment and Selection of Lead Communities 

The following approach has been proposed for the recruitment and 
selection of lead communities through a two round screening 
process. 

Application and Selection 

Round One: Request for Proposals (RFP) 

Following a public announcement and communication to the local 
federation, which will include information about criteria and the 
sel-ection process, communities will have six weeks to prepare a 
letter of intent which will be processed by CIJE staff, reviewed by 
Senior Policy Advisors and a committee of the Board of Directors. 

Selection Criteria: 

A. City Size: minimum Jewish population of 15,000 to maximum 
Jewish population of soo,ooo 

B. commitment 
In the Letter of Intent the local federation will be asked 
to provide evidence of: 
l. the community's capability of a joint effort by all 

elements of the coml!lunity 
* 2. commitment t o involve all stakeholders 

3. an existing planning process 
4. initiatives and progress in Jewish education in recent 

years (5 years) 
* 5. a serious commitment of lay leadership 

6. potential to recruit strong community leaders 
7. potential for funding for lead community 

activities 
8. understanding of the importance of creating an 

environment conducive to innovation and experimentation 
9. commitment to developing personnel. 

* Letters of support should be included from a sampling of 
the stakeholders - educational and communal leaders. 

Communities will be selected to participate in the second round. 

Following discussion and approval by the Senior Policy Advisors and 
the Board of Directors, the CIJE staff will begin the recruitment 
process as outlined above. 

10 



Round Two: Formal Application 

Communities selected for Round Two will be invited to send 
representatives to an informational seminar in preparation for 
Round Two and a more detailed application process that will include 
a site visit by CIJE staff upon receipt of the completed form. 

Following screening by the CIJE staff, . comments will be elicited 
from the Senior Policy Advisors and all applications, materials and 
comments will be reviewed by a committee of the Board of Directors 
and recommendations made for approval by the Board. 

Timetable for Recruitment and Selection; 

l. Requests for Proposals (RFP): early September 1991 
2 . Round One applications due: October 15, 1991 
3 . Decision by CIJE Board: mid November 1991 
4. Seminar for Round Two Communities: early December 1991 
5. Round Two applications due: late January 1992 
6. Decision by CIJE Board: by March 1992 

11 
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I . Program 
A. 

POSITION DES=RIPT !ON FOR D!RECTOR 

Administration 
Day to Day Ooe,ations: 

1 >Management of school office 
2>Scheduli ng of program funct i ons 
(e.g . lunch bunch, substitutes, annual 
3)Maintain school , student records 
4)Management of school resources 
(e . g . supplies, pantry system> 

calender) 

B. Curriculum Devel opment & Evaluation 
l>Oversee general curriculum goals 
2>Supervise and facilitate classroom curriculum 
and pl a nning on an as needed basis 

C . Marketing & Enrollment 
l)Assess and develop Marketing Plan 
2)0evelop and implement enrollment plan 
and procedures 
3)Develop and implement in conjunct ion with 
parent-board new parent orientation program 

D. Lisensi ng & Accreditat ion 
l )Review with and/or test st a ff on licensing 
standards 
2>Ensure th~ t the s=hool is operated in 
compliance with a!l requ i red state licensing, 
city certific::ltion and n a tional (!\JAEYCl 
a=~redit a~i~n stanj~-ds 

E . Regular Perfo~rnance Appraisa ls 
The director wil l report to the board of directcrs 
and will partic~pate in r e gu lar performance 
aoprais~l5 b~ t ,e ~~arj or a boarj a□polnted 
e\: a l~c~t:1r- .. 

II . 3upervision of Staff 
A. Coordina t e recruitment of new staff in conjunction 

E. 
with parent/board committees 

Coordinate and supervise training of st6ff 
compliance wi t h New Morning, City , State, 
Federal standards 

C . Facilitate goal setting and review of staff 
performance an a regular basis 

in 
and 

l)Ensure compliance with applicable r e gulations 
and standards 
e>Maintain personnel r eco~ t~ 

!} .. Ensu~-e cGm;Jlia~1=e IA'ith !\lelv l"icn-nir:•; ::JE·rsonriel 



... 

policies and procedures 
! )Facil i tate formal and info r mal gr ievance 
p r ocedures 
2>In c o nj•..!nt'ion t•Jith board, impl Emeni: te1- mi nati wn 
proceoures 

[!I . ,.:.d:n: ,~i s t ·,- '""t i::in o~ P r<2Sch r.lc i F i n a r:c2s 
~ ~'l: :-tr·· 2 : ~.:. t ·]2!"'H.? r a1 boo t.: 1 .e '..:'pi'"1g, ~<l '.'~:J.:..! .a ,:c: ~ a :-: es 

3,-e -=~«nc !. ei: ~ d c.c •=cr e1,;c; t c i'fe,. .. 1 :---~o .· ""'! ... : ~ .; ._::= :? l ! ,e : 

a n d mai~ ten a nc~ cf nec e ssary r ecords 
8. Monthly r eport s to board on financia l status of 

;:,:c~ ·i-a,11 ( 2. ~ . b~Cge!; v actua l r .~'-/e:u e/ e ·~ r:ers e 
s tatement s ; 

i::-sure ,:r.a : apcrcar i.a c~ sta t a ,$:-.Cl f:•::ier a ~ ,: .;. ,: .;. ,;c 
unemployment reporting is comple t e d acco rdi ng tc 
required deadlines 

D. ~ocrdi n a t e, dev e l op , a nd i mp:eme n~ annua l bud=e t 
w ith Finance Committee 

I V . Coord ination and Liason ,, 
,- . P a rent · c oope r~t i ve 

l)Serve as liason between parents and board / staff 
a nd fac ilitate resolution of concerns & conflict s 
2> Wo r k with par ents to res ol v e concer ns o r 
p roblems regarding individual childrens needs 
3)Communication to prents re : policies and 
p rocedures , enrollment, scheduling. calender, 
and a nv other necessar y information 
4 }Attend monthl y boar d meetings and other 
commit tee meetings as required 

8 . Outsid e Agencies and Professional Community 
!}Oversee prcperty management reponsibili t ies 
2) Participate in p rofessional child-care and 
c: ommL.!ni l; y ,:::, ,-g .H'tizations on behal-f' o f sch ool and 
board (e.g . attend monthly 4-C mtg, Director's 
Caucus mtg, Directors of Part-Day programs, 
o ther c i ty/ s ta t~ ch il d care c ommit tees 
3)Develop and implement own continuing education 
plan and annual work plan 
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MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND FEEDBACK IN LEAD 
COMMUNITIES: A THREE-YEAR OUTLINE 

Adam Gamoran 

University of Wisconsin, Madison 

In late 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America issued A Time to Act, a 
report calling for radical improvement in all aspects of Jewish education. At the center of the 
report's strategic plan was the establishment of "lead communities," demonstration sites that 
would show North American Jews what was possible: 

Three to five model communities will be established to demonstrate what can 
happen when there is an infusion of outstanding personnel into the educational 
system, when the importance of Jewish education is recognized by the com
munity and its leadership, and when the necessary funds are secured to meet 
additional costs (p. 67). 

One year later the successor to the Commission, the Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 
(CIJE), is mobilizing to establish lead communities and to carry out the strategic plan. 

How will we know whether the lead communities have succeeded in creating better structures 
and processes for Jewish education? On what basis will the CUE encourage other cities to 
emulate the programs developed in lead communities? Like any innovation, the lead com
munities project requires a monitoring, evaluation, and feedback component to document its 
efforts and gauge its success. 

This proposal describes a plan for monitoring, evaluation, and feedback in lead communities. 
It emphasizes two aspects of educational change in lead communities: 

(1) What is the process of change in lead communities? This question calls for field research 
in the lead communities. It requires a combination of qualitative and quantitative data, and 
offers formative as well as summative evaluation - that is, feedback as well as monitoring for 
the lead communities. 

(2) What are the outcomes of change in lead communities? Does the project emphasize 
increased participation? Should we expect a rise in general Jewish literacy? Such questions 
are especially challenging because the specific outcomes have yet to be defined. By asking 
about goals in lead communities, the evaluation project will stimulate participants to think 
about their own visions and establish a standard by which changes can be measured in later 
years. 



Field Research in Lead Communities 

Studying the process of change in lead communities should be a major component of the CIJE 
strategy. Documenting the process is especially important because the effects of innovation 
may not be manifested for several years. For example, suppose Community X manages to 
quadruple its number of full-time, professionally-trained Jewish educators. How long will it 
take for this change to affect cognitive and affective outcomes for students? Since the results 
cannot be detected immediately, it is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the extent to 
which the professional educators are being used effectively. Studying the process is also 
important in the case of unsuccessful innovation. 

Suppose despite the best-laid plans, Community X is unable to increase its professional 
teaching force. Learning from this experience would require knowledge of the points at which 
the innovation broke down. 

Field researchers. A team of three full-time field researchers would be hired to carry out the 
field research in three lead communities. During the first year, the field researchers will be 
principally concerned with three questions: 

( a) What are the visions for change in Jewish education held by members of the communities? 
How do the visions vary across different individuals or segments of the community? How 
vague or specific are these visions? To what extent do these visions crystallize during the 
planning year (1992-1993)? 

(b) What is the extent of community mobilization for Jewish education? Who is involved, and 
who is not? How broad is the coalition supporting the CIJE's efforts? How deep is 
participation within the various agencies? For example, beyond a small core of leaders, is 
there grass-roots involvement in the community? To what extent is the community mobi
lized financially as well as in human resources? 

(c) What is the nature of the professional life of educators in this community? Under what 
conditions do teachers and principals work? For example, what are their salaries, and their 
degree of satisfaction with salaries? Are school faculties cohesive, or fragmented? Do 
principals have offices? What are the physical conditions of classrooms? Is there ad
ministrative support for innovation among teachers? 

The first question is essential for establishing that specific goals exist for improving Jewish 
education, and for uncovering what these goals are. The second and third questions concern 
the "enabling options" described in A Time to Act, the areas of improvement which are 
essential to the success of lead communities: mobilizing community support, and building a 
profession of Jewish education. 

Field researchers will address these questions in the following way: 

1. Supplement community self-studies with additional quantitative data, as determined follow
ing a review of the self-studies in all of the lead communities. For example, what are the 
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educational backgrounds of Jewish teachers? How much turnover exists among educators in 
the community? 

2. Use these data, along with interviews and observations in the field, to gain an understanding 
of the stat~ of Jewish education in the community at the outset of the lead community process. 

3. Attend meetings and interview participants in order to monitor the progress of efforts to 
improve the educational delivery system, broadly conceived. 

4. Report on a regular basis to provide feedback for participants in the lead communities. 

5. Write a nine-month report (May 1993) describing and interpreting the process and products 
of change to date. An important contribution of the report would be to discuss the operative 
goals of programs in the lead community. The report would also assess progress toward the 
Com.mission's goals, and would speak frankly about barriers to implementing the plans of the 
local commission. In this way, the report would serve as formative evaluation for the com
munity and the CUE. 

6. Replicate the initial data collection a year later, and continue monitoring progress toward 
the commission plan. 

7. Issue a 21-month report (May 1994), which would describe educational changes that 
occurred during the first two years, and present an assessment of the extent to which goals have 
been achieved. Two types of assessment would be included: 

( a) Qualitative assessment of program implementation. 

(b) Tabulation of changes in rates of participation in Jewish education, which may be 
associated with new programs. 

It may be possible to compare changes in rates of participation to changes that do or do not 
occur in other North American Jewish communities. For example, suppose the lead com
munities show increases in rates of supplementary school attendance after Bar Mitzvah. Did 
these rates change in other communities during the same period? If not, one may have greater 
confidence in the impact of the efforts of the lead communities. (Even so, it is important to 
remember that the impact of the programs in lead communities cannot be disentangled from 
the overall impact of lead communities by this method. Thus, we must be cautious in our 
generalizations about the effects of the programs.) 

The 21-month reports would serve as both formative and surnmative evaluation for the local 
commissions and the CUE. In other words, they would not only encourage improvement in 
ongoing programs, but would also inform decisions about whether programs should be 
maintained or discontinued. 

7. Field researchers would also seive as advisers to reflective practitioners in their communities 
(see below). 
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Schedule. During fall 1991, a job description and list of qualifications was prepared. The 
researchers should be hired and undergo training during the summer and fall of 1992. During 
this period, further details of the monitoring and feedback system would be worked out. The 
fieldwork itself would begin in fall 1992. 

Director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback. The field researchers would be guided by a 
director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback. The director would be responsible for 
providing leadership, establishing an overall vision for the project. Further responsibilities 
would include making final decisions in the selection of field researchers; participating in the 
training of field researchers and in the development of a detailed monitoring and feedback 
system; overseeing the formal and informal reports from field researchers; and guiding plans 
for administration of surveys and tests in the lead communities. 

Reflective practitioners. In each lead community, beginning in 1993, two or more .reflective 
practitioners would be commissioned to reflect on and write albout their own educational 
efforts. (A reflective practitioner is an educator who, in addition to normal responsibilities, 
takes on the task of thinking systematically and writing about his or her efforts and experien
ces.) The reflective practitioners, who could be selected by their local councils, would be 
teachers or administrators involved in CIJE programs with reputations for excellent practice, 
or who are attempting to change their practices substantially. 

The field researchers would supervise and advise the reflective practitioners. 

Collection of achievement and attitudinal data. Although specific goals for education in lead 
communities have yet to be defined, it is essential to make the best possible effort to collect 
rudimentary quantitative data to use as a baseline upon which to build. Details of this data 
collection, and a plan for longitudinal follow-ups, cannot yet be specified. As an example, we 
might administer a Hebrew test to seventh graders in all educational institutions in the 
community. Seventh grade would be chosen because it is the grade that probably captures the 
widest participation of students who study Hebrew. The test would need to be highly inclusive, 
covering, for example, biblical, prayerbook, and conversational Hebrew. It may not be 
restricted to multiple- choice answers, in order to allow respondents to demonstrate capacity 
to use Hebrew as a language. The test would be accompanied by a limited survey questionnaire 
of perhaps twelve items, which would gauge students' attitudes and participation levels. This 
data collection effort would be led by a survey researcher, with assistance from the field 
researchers, from community members who would be hired to help administer the survey, and 
from specialists who would score the tests. 
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Timeline 

FIELDWORK OUTCOME DEVELOPMENT 

Fall 1991 create job description 

Spring 1992 recruit field researchers 

Summer 1992 hire, train field researchers 

Fall-Spring, fieldwork underway, 
1992-93 quarterly reports, 

May 1993 9-month reports 

Fall-Spring, fieldwork continues, 
1993-1994 administer surveys/tests 

quarterly reports 

May 1994 21-month reports 
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MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND FEEDBACK IN LEAD COMMUNffiES: 
A TIIREE-YEAR OUlLINE 

In late 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America issued A Time to 
Act. a report calling for radical improvement in all aspects of Jewish education. At the center of 
the report's strategic plan was the establishment of "lead communities," demonstration sites that 
would show North American Jews what was possible: 

Three to five model communities will be established to demonstrate what can happen 
when there is an infusion of outstanding personnel into the educational system, when the 
importance of Jewish education is recognized by the community and its leadership. and 
when the necessary funds are secured to meet additional costs (p.67). 

One year later the successor to the Commission, the Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 
(CIJE). is mobilizing to establish lead communities and to carry out the strategic plan. 

How will we know whether the lead communities have succeeded in creating better 
structures and processes for Jewish education? On what basis will the CUE encourage other 
cities to emulate the programs developed in lead communities? Like any innovation. the lead 
communities project requires a monitoring, evaluation, and feedback component to document its 
efforts and gauge its success. 

This proposal describes a plan for monitoring, evaluation, and feedback in lead 
communities. It emphasiz.es two aspects of educational change in lead communities: 

(1) What is the process of change in lead communities? This question calls for field 
research in the lead communities. It requires a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
data, and offers formative as well as summative evaluation -- that is, feedback as well as 
monitoring -- for the lead communities. 

(2) What are the outcomes of change in lead communities? This question is especially 
challenging because the desired outcomes have yet to be defined. Hence, addressing the 
question requires, first, enumeration of possible outcomes, second. development of 
indicators for measuring selected outcomes, and third, research on the connection between 
programs in lead communities and the measured outcomes. 

FIELD RESEARCH IN LEAD COMMUNITIES 
Studying the process of change in lead communities should be a major component of the 

CUE strategy. Documenting the pr~ is especially important because the effects of innovation 
may not be manifested for several years. For example, suppose Community X manages to 
quadruple its number of full-time, professionally-trained Jewish educators. How long will it take 
for this change to affect cognitive and affective outcomes for students? Since the results cannot 
be detected immediately, it is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the extent to which the 
professional educators are being used effectively. Studying the process is also important in the 
case of unsuccessful innovation. Sup~ despite the best-laid plans~ Community X is unable to 
increase its professional teaching force. Learning from this experience would require knowledge 
of the points at which the innovation broke down. 
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Field researchers. At least one half-time field researcher would be hired for each 
community. Although budgetary and personnel constraints are likely to limit the number of 
researchers the CIJE is able to hire, we should be aware that the depth of monitoring, evaluation, 
and feedback will be related to the number of researchers supported by the CIJE. I estimate that 
one half-time researcher would be able to provide the level of detail described in this memo if the 
size of the Jewish community is approximately 50,000 or smaller. 

Field re.searchers would have the following responsibilities: 
1. Supplement community self-studies with additional quantitative data, as determined 
following a review of the self-studies in all of the lead comm.unities. 

2 Use these data, along with interviews and observations in the field, to gain an 
understanding of the state of Jewish education in the community at the outset of the lead 
community process. 

3. Attend meetings and interview participants in order to monitor the progress of efforts 
to improve the educational delivery system, broadly conceived. 

4. Prepare informal quarterly briefs which will serve as a source of feedback for 
participants in the lead communities. 

5. Write a nine-month report (May 1993) descnbing and interpreting the process and 
products of change to date. An important contnbution of the report would be to discuss 
the operative goals of programs in the lead community. The report would also assess 
progress toward ilhe Commission's goals, and would speak frankly about barriers to 
implementing the plans of the local commission. In this way, the report would serve as 
formative evaluation for the community and the CIJE. 

6. Replicate the initial data collection a year later, and continue monitoring progress 
toward the co~ion plan. 

7. Issue a 21-month report (May 1994), which would describe educational changes that 
occurred during the first two years, and present an assessment of the extent to which goals 
have been achieved. Two types of assessment would be included: (a) Qualitative 
assessment of program implementation. (b) Tabulation of changes in rates of participation 
in Jewish education, which may be associated with new programs. 

It may be possible to compare changes in rates of participation to changes that do or do 
not occur in other North American Jewish communities. For example, suppose the lead 
communities show increases in rates of Hebrew school attendance after Bar Mitz:vah. Did 
these rates change in other communities during the same period? If not, one may have 
greater confidence in the impact of the efforts of the lead communities. (Even so, it is 
important to remember that the impact of the proKfams in lead communities cannot be 
disentangled from the overall impact of lead communities by this method. Thus, we must 
be cautious in our generalizations about the effects of the programs.) 

The 21-mooth reports would serve as both formative and summative evaluation for the 
local coliltilWions and the CIJE. In other words, they would not only encourage 
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improvement in ongoing programs, but would also inform decisions about whether 
programs should be maintained or discontinued. 

7. Field researchers would also serve as advisers to reflective practitioners in their 
communities (see below). 

Schedule. During fall 1991, a job description and list of qualifications would be prepared. 
The researchers would be hired and undergo training during spring and summer 1992. During 
this period, further deta~ of the monitoring and feedback system would be worked out. The 
fieldwork itself would begin in late summer or early fall 1992. 

Chief field researcher. One of the field researchers would serve as chief field researcher. 
The chief field researcher would work full-time. In addition to studying his or her community, the 
chief field researcher would be responsible for training the others and coordinating their studies. 
S/he would also participate in developing a more detailed monitoring and feedback system. 

Director of monitorin&, evaluation, and feedback. The chief field researcher would be 
guided by a director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback. The director would be responsible 
for providing leadership, establishing an overall vision for the project. Further responsibilities 
would include making final decisions in the selection of field researchers; participating in the 
training of field researchers and in the development of a detailed monitoring and feedback 
system; overseeing the formal and informal reports from field researchers; and guiding plans for 
administration of surveys and tests in the lead communities. 

Reflective practitioners. In each lead community, two or more reflective practitioners 
would be commissioned to reflect on and write about their own educational efforts. The 
reflective practitioners, who could be selected by their local counc~, would be teachers or 
administrators involved in CUE programs with reputations for excellent practice, or who are 
attempting to change their practices substantially. The local field researchers would supervise and 
advise the reflective practitioners. 

Collection of achievement and attitudinal data. Although specific goals for education in 
lead communities have yet to be defined, it is essential to make the best possible effort to collect 
rudimentary quantitative data to use as a baseline upon which to build. Details of this data 
collection, and a plan for longitudinal follow-ups, cannot yet be specified. As an example, we 
might administer a Hebrew test to seventh graders in all educational institutions in the 
community. Seventh grade would be chosen because it is the grade that probably captures the 
widest participation of students who study Hebrew. The test would need to be highly inclusive, 
covering, for example, biblical, prayerbook, and conversational Hebrew. It may not be restricted 
to multiple-choice answers, in order to allow respondents to demonstrate capacity to use Hebrew 
as a language. The test would be accompanied by a limited survey questionnaire of perhaps 
twelve items, which would gauge students' attitudes and participation levels. This data collection 
effort would be led by a survey researcher, with assistance from the field researchers, from 
community members who would be hired to help administer the survey, and from specialists who 
would score the tests. 

DEVELOPMENT OF OUTCOMES 
It is widely recognized that the question of the outcomes of Jewish education, which was 
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not addressed in the Commission report, cannot be avoided by the CIJE. This is not only a 
practical necessity, but a requirement of the research project: to evaluate the success of programs 
in the lead communities, one must know the criteria by which they are to be evaluated. Hence, 
the research project will take up the issues of (a) what are the aims of Jewish education; and (b) 
how can thooe aims, once defined, be measured? 

Prop<»ed tasks for this component of the project for the first two years are: 

1. Commission a thought paper by an experienced professional on the outcomes of Jewish 
education. Guidelines for the paper would include: 

(a) The focus would be concrete rather than vague. This might be accomplished 
by ~ing the question as, "H you were to evaluate the outcomes of Jewish 
education, what would you look at?" 
(b) Outcomes should be addressed in the areas of cognition, attitudes, 
values/beliefs, practices, and participation. 

2. Distnbute the paper for comments to nationaJ/cootinental organizations for feedback. 

3. Engage the original writer to expand the paper in light of feedback received from the 
major organizations. The revision should include an analysis of points of agreement and 
disagreement among the organizations. 

4. Present the revised paper to the research advisory group, posing the following 
questions: 
(a) What do you make of this set of outcomes? 
(b) How might they be measured? 

The research advisory group would have two additional sources of information to consider: 
the operative goals of programs in lead communities, as descnoed by field researchers in 
their 9-month reports; and conceptions of the educated Jew developed by the Mandel 
Institute. 

5. Commission appropriate experts to begin selecting or creating outcome indicators. 

STIMULATION OF SELF-CONTAINED RESEARCH PROJECT'S 
At any time during the process, the CUE may require urgent attention to specific issues of 

educational effectiveness. (An example might be the relative effectiveness of supplementary 
school and summer camp attendance for Jewish identification.) After developing an internal 
consensus, CUE would either (1) issue a request for pro~ on that topic, or (2) recruit and 
commission individual to carry out the research project 
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TIMELINE 

FIELDWORK OUTCOME DEVELOPMENT 

Fall 1991 create job description commission paper 

Spring 1992 oversee hiring, training 

August 1992 approve first paper 

Fall-Spring, fieldwork underway, responses to paper 
1992-93 quarterly briefs, from national orgs. 

administer surveys/tests 

May 1993 9-montb reports revise paper 

August 1993 meet with research 
advisory committee 

Fall-Spring, fieldwork continues, develop outcome 
1993-94 quarterly briefs indicators 

May 1994 21-month reports 
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Jewi5h CoA~unity Fed~ration 
of Cleveland 

Movettber 1, 1991 

Background: 

COJC EVALUATION PROCESS 

REVISED PLAN 

For the p•~t three Months, COJC l•Y and prafe~5ional 
leadership has b&en e~g•ged in deternining haw best to 
conduct •n eveluation proc~Bs of the work of the 
Co~~i•ston. It is c1e•r that ~here are difference• both 
between and within constituencie• as to the scop~ and 
fun~tion of this •v•luation process. 

There i~ ~ need to gurfac• infor~ation that will lead 
to progra" 1Mprovv"ent. There i5 al5o a need to further 
our 5vnse of the n1~p•ct~ of boti, individual ·progr•~s and 
COJC as a whole. As COJC Moves through its third Y••r 0f 
1Aplen,entation, it i<a hoped th~t an evalu•t-ion proces5 
will provide 1nforN•t1on to help guide ongoing planning 
•fforts and secur• f~ture funding. 

As we have Ptuvwd ttirough this procee!I , a few other 
point~ have ~o"e into •harper focus& 

*It will b• very diffi,ult to "e•sure iMpect of 
Y•--ious prograri• and th~ COMMi51iion as a whole. ll'\ 
al~ost •11 cases, baseline d~t• i s unavailable and 
evaluation "•chani&Ms were not built into initial 
prograft designs. Further, the prograMs intarac-t with 
e•ch other •nd oper•t• in a coAp1~x environMent with 
~•ny factors •t work which could be affecting change. 
F1n•lly, goals have not •lway5 be~n articulated in a 
N•nnar th•t lends itself to Measure~ent. 

*A great dv•l of infQr~ation is already known about 
th• progreMs and h•s surfaced through agency 
1"pleftentation end th• progra~ panel process. Any 
~v~luation pro~••s developed $hould contin~e to bring 
out: and build upon thi5 infOYf'llantion. 

•we need to develop an evalu•tion process which is 
~anageable and affo~dable, and will not inteTf~re with 
Federation and Agenci~~• •bility to continue to 
inpl•~•nt COJC progra~s. 

The following pToposal takes 1nto •ccaunt the,e 
points, brings focu•, and "juMpstar~s• the process: 
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Hovenber - DftceMb~r 1991: 

1. Agencies wo~ld be •~kad to ~ng•ge in• procaa& of 
~el f-ast.essf'lent of COJC progn1,is. A55es1ment-11 could 
includaa 

<1> update of Febru•ry 19~1 progres• report; 
(2) ~rticulation of goals and ~5SUMptions underlying 

individual prograNs; 
(3) asse~s~~nt of str•ngth~ and we•knesse• of 

progr•I"; 
(~) discussion of issues ~~ising through 

iP1pleP1ent•~ion; 
CS) discussion of evalu@tion ~~eps currently being 

utilized; 
(6) listi~g of additional questions agency would like 

to learn about ~h~ prograM. 

2. At the Hove"ber 13 "ini-retreat addi~ional question~ 
will be developed on four pro9reMs1 Clevwland Fello•s, 

· ln-Survice Education, Project Curriculu~ Renewal and 
Retreat In~titute. These questions will be p••sed on to 
staff doing •••essn&nts of these progra"s, •nd •hould be 
covered •s Much a~ possible in self-a&s~ss"ent. 

3. Federation wil1 conven• an evaluation advisory board 
with representation of COJC lay lead~rship, profe~ ~iondls~ 
r4bbis, •nd other key groups. this board will have 
oversight re~pon•ibility for the ev•luation process and 
~ill d•v•lop evalua~tan questions th~t exceed the scope of 
individu•l progr•Nu. 

J•nuary 1992 

1. Heeti.ngs would be held between Federation and A!Jt:r1cy 
staff to di~cu~~ first drafts of the self-~s5e~5Ment. 

2. Ag&ncie, would be a5ked to revi•e self-•as~••Ments and 
resub"it then to Feder~tton by the end of the ~onth. 

1. Revised docuMents Nould be distributed to key 
constituencieti and outside objective ev•lu~toTa for 
reactions and deterMination of areas nveding clar1ftcation 
•nd •dditional inforMation needed. 
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2. A 5eries of panel ~eeting5 would b~ held to review and 
discuss the self-asse•s~ents, ~••k clarification. •nd 
deter"ine wh•t addition4l inforft•tion is needed. 

3. COJC profes~ionals could be convened to engaga i~ ~ 
5iMilar process aYound the variou~ self- a•••••~en~~-

April 1992 

Based on the above, the evaluation ~dviaory board 
would Nake an overall d•t•rAin•tion of additional 
queations ne~ding v-~sponses. These questions"•>' relate 
to speci fie prograw~ or to wider concern-a. 

The addition•l que5tionv could b• answered in a 
variety o~ w•r•- In sone caae~, agency st•ff Nay be ask~d 
to reconsider par~ of its •~5eSsMent or respond to 
additional que~tions. Progr•M pan•la Meeting• ~ould 
provide another setting to work to•ard answers of 
ev•lu•~ion que~tiana. 

lt i• lik•ly that SOfte question~ wtll be d•t~rftined to 
be too difficult or political to as•e&s on our ow". 
Reque•ts fo~ •v•luation propos~ls could b• developed •nd 
distributed to various o~t~ide evalu•tor•. These 
ev•luators would be asked to subNit bids describing the 
approaches they wo~ld u~e to •nswer these question~ and 
estinated cos~ •• 

ttay - June 1992 

CoP1rds11ion would build c,n 5el f-•1i&1tssMent- through 
addition•l in5id• and outside studies. The focus would 
Move frb" self-a1isessMent to hea,·ing fro111 clients t1nd 
con•1:i~\lcncies. 

Su111,u,r 1992 

1. Ev•luation report~ would be d~veloped and discussed. 
R•~ults will be tested for agreeftent •Mong various 
con•tit-uencie,s,. 

2. Based on above deliberation5, final reports ~ould be 

written and dis~ributed. 
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CENTER 
ON 

ORGANIZATION 
AND 

RESTRUCTURING 
OF 

SCHOOLS 

December 10, 1991 

Mr. Daniel Blain 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Wisconsin Center for Education Research 
1025 W. Johnson St. 
Madison, WI 53706 

(608) 263-7575 

Jewish Community Federation 
1750 Euclid Ave. 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 

Dear Daniel, 

Thanks for sharing with me your memo of November 1, and I'm glad to bear the program on 
November 13 went well. I'm writing to offer my comments about the process you've initiated. 
My suggestions mainly elaborate on my earlier response which I conveyed over the phone. 

My overall reaction is that you are proceeding wisely, given the constraints under which you are 
operating. Clearly it is better to begin a self-assessment now than to continue to deliberate. The 
specific items for assessment listed in point 1 of the memo seem appropriate, and the schedule 
laid out in the rest of the memo seems reasonable to me. I have four suggestions which may 
contribute to the effectiveness of the self-assessment: 

(1) For the self-evaluation to be meaningful, the stakes cannot be overly high. Granted that 
those running the programs are thoughtful, intelligent, and insightful--a necessary but not 
sufficient condition for effective self-assessment--but no one would do an honestly critical self
evaluation if his/her job were on the line. Thus, the self-evaluations can be used only for 
improving programs that have been implemented, not for making decisions about the survival of 
programs, agencies, or positions. This needs to be clear to those doing the self-assessment and, 
more generally, to all those being assessed. 

(2) The reason most of us do not conduct regular self-assessment is that we are too busy running 
our programs to have time to reflect critically or evaluate. For the self-assessment to succeed, 
plans for making time available must be made explicit in job responsibilities, schedules, and 
budgets. Whoever is responsible for writing the self-evaluation (e.g., the program head) must 
have some of his/her time freed by passing off some of his/her other duties to other people, or a 
new person must be retained to compile the information necessary for the internal evaluation. 
Either way, it cannot be seen as costless. 

(3) Even with the best of intentions, it is realistic to expect that the self-assessment will be given 
lower priority than the day-to-day operations of the programs. For this reason, it is essential to 
have someone from the COJC who will facilitate the self-evaluations. "Facilitation" would 
presumably involve encouragement, reminders, guidance on where to find resources or expertise, 
e tc. I imagine this is the role you will play at this stage of the evaluation process. 

( 4) It may be helpful to think of the self-assessment as a "reflective practitioner" approach . 

. _,. , ~. ·.,· .... ... ····· - --~ ..,,.. __ ,, . .---. -~· . _..,__ ... -·• ··- . ,. ' 
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Reflective practice is the notion that those carrying out the programs are often in the best 
position to judge the effectiveness of the programs. Alternatively, one might say the reflective 
practitioner has a unique and important perspective on the program, though not the only view. 
Reflective practice was originated in the business world, but it is highly regarded in education at 
present. The key reference is Donald Schon's The Reflective Practitioner. 

Thanks very much for keeping me informed about the process. I am learning much that will be 
of value lo me as I plan for evaluation of the CUE's lead communities. Above all, I can sec how 
important it is that we have an evaluation plan in place before the lead communities are selected. 

I hope my comments are helpful to you. I'd appreciate being kept informed, and perhaps I'll 
have an opportunity to visit later this year. 

Sincerely, 

Adam Gamoran 
Associa te Prof cssor 

.- -~ 
.;;,._.. 



DRAFT - DECEMBER 1991 

POSmON ANNOUNCEMENT 
COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

CHIEF FIELD RESEARCHER 

The Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CUE) is seeking a Chief Field 
Researcher to carry out and coordinate fieldwork as part of a large-scale effort to 
improve Jewish education in North America. 

Responsibilities: The Chief Field Researcher (CFR) will work with the Director of the 
Evaluation Project to design and implement a system of monit,oring, evaluation, and 
feedback for ''lead communities," demonstration sites for the improvement of Jewish 
education. The CFR will implement the system in one community, and will train, 
coordinate, and supervise a team of field researchers situated in three or four additional 
lead communities. 

Requirements: Strong. academic background in education or related discipline ( e.g., 
sociology, anthropology, psychology); extensive fieldwork experience; outstanding written 
and oral communication skills; leadership ability and experience; ability to work as part 
of a team. Knowledge of Jewish education preferred but not required. 

Salary and benefits competitive and commensurate with experience and ability. 

Starting date: June 1, 1992. 

To apply: Send letter of application, resume (including names of references), and writing 
sample to: 

Professor Adam Gamoran 
CIJE Evaluation Project 
Department of Sociology 
1180 Observatory Dr. 
Madison, WI 53706 

Further details on the project and the position are available. 



DRAFT-- DECEMBER 1991 

POSITION DESCRIPTION FOR CHIEF FIELD RESEARCHER 

The Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CUE) is seeking a Chief Field 
Researcher to carry out and coordinate fieldwork for a major new study of efforts to 
improve Jewish education in North America. 

Background 
In response to A Time to Act, the report of the Commission on Jewish Education in 
North America, the CIJE is establishing approximately four "lead communities," centers 
of innovation in Jewish education, which will incorporate our best knowledge and efforts 
towards success in educating Jews in varied settings. At the same time, the CIJE will 
engage a team of field researchers, probably one for each site, to provide monitoring, 
feedback, and evaluation, both as an aid to ongoing efforts in the lead communities and 
to inform subsequent educational policy decisions throughout North American Jewry. 

Responsibilities 
The Chief Field Researcher (CFR) will lead the team of field researchers. S/he will 
report to the CIJE's director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback, and will be guided 
by a national advisory board. The CFR's staff will consist of about four other (probably 
half-time) field researchers and a part-time administrative assistant. The CFR is a full
time position. 

Preparation and training. Initially, the CFR will work with the CIJE's director of 
evaluation and director of planning to 
design a detailed system of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback in lead communities. 
The system will address issues of what data will be collected, who will be interviewed, the 
scheduling and format of interviews, reporting requirements for the project, and so on. 
Subsequently, the CFR will train the other field researchers to implement the system. 

Field research in lead communities. The CFR will carry out fieldwork him/herself 
in one of the lead communities. In addition, s/he will coordinate fieldwork among all the 
lead communities. This will presumably involve frequent communication among the 
fieldworkers, as well as quarterly meetings to sort out common concerns and issues, and 
to draw implications that arise from the synthesis of evidence from the four or five 
communities. 

Reporting reguirements. Each field researcher will be responsible for reports at 
no less than quarterly intetvals. Many of the quarterly reports will likely be informal 
briefs intended to provide constructive feedback to members of the lead communities 
who are administering Jewish educational programs. At least once a year, however, the 
report will be a formal document presented to the CIJE as part of an overall monitoring 
and evaluation process. The CFR will assist the other field researchers in preparing their 



reports, as needed. The director of evaluation will also work with the field researchers in 
preparing reports. 

Replication of community self-study. Each lead community will be conducting a 
self-study as part of the application process. In the second year ( and in subsequent 
years) of the project, the field researchers will provide assistance as needed to see that 
the self-study is replicated. 

Supervision of reflective practitioners. In each lead community, two or more 
reflective practitioners--local teachers or administrators--will be commissioned to reflect 
on and write about their own educational efforts. The field researchers, under the 
guidance of the chief field researcher, will supervise and advise these reflective 
practitioners. 

Performance appraisals. The CFR will carry out annual reviews of the 
performance of the other field researchers. 



·--.., - .. __ , 

[Draft: 1-30-92] 

Program 

Possible Questions for Satellite Teleconference 
on February 24, 1992 

. Are you interested in linkages with general education systems? For example, 
should public school systems be part of our coalition? 

. We are concerned about the weakness of the general education component of our 
day schools. Can the LC project support improvements to that part of our 
curriculum? 

Do you have implicit pnonues among different areas of need in Jewish 
education? Are there some groupings, populations, or issues that are more 
important than others? For example, if our community decided to focus on those 
now least involved -- e.g. children and non-Jewish spouses of intermarried families, 
elderly for whom we now have no programs, kids who have never attended -
would that be ok? 

. How do you define educational excellence? 

. What kind of "results" are you looking for? How much is "enough"? 

. Can you elaborate on what you mean by the expectation to "address both scope 
and quality"? 

CIJE Support 

. What exactly can we expect from CIJE? 

. How much money can we expect you to commit, or raise for our community? 

. How can CUE recruit leadership in our community, x,000 miles away from your 
offices? Don't you think it's a little presumptuous that outsiders to our community 
can do a better job at this than we inside, who know are community, the committed 

1 . h" . ? peop e wit m 1t ..... 

. You will be monitoring and evaluating our project. Can we be deselected on the 
basis of your findings? And, if so, what will be some of the grounds for such a 
decision? 



.... 

. What, specifically, are you looking for to document our "record of community 
achievement?" How will you evaluate that? 

. What if we need more time to work out coalitions? If we are bound to 
submission by a certain date, can we at least send in addenda/supplementary 
materials after the deadline? 

. How can you possibly judge a complex entity like a community based on only 
6-8 pages of text (in the preliminary proposal)? That means that the community 
with the best writer will make the finals and it encourages all of us to lie. 

. This whole thing seems geared to the wealthiest communities. Why should 
anybody else bother? 

. Are we in competition with 56 other communities or only with a subset of that 
group that matches our "profile"? If the later, what are the elements of the 
II f'l II • al h I . ? pro 1 e -- size, we t , ocation, .... 

Post Selection/Other 

. Is this a one shot deal? Will there be an opportunity for additional communities 
to be selected in future years? If so, when? Next year? 

. What is the seminar all about? Who will be expected to attend -- e.g., how 
many staff, lay leaders? Who will bear the expense? 

. What will be the responsibility of LCs for helping other communities? Who will 
pay for these activities? 
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February 19, 1992 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 
Wisconsin Center for Education Research 
1025 W. Johnson St. 
Madison, WI 53706 

(608) 263-7575 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Jack Ukeles and Jim Meier 
From: Adam Gamoran 
Re: teleconference 

I've been thinking more about answers than questions. 

(1) The question about "deselection" relates to my project although it is of course a 
policy decision and not one for the evaluator per se. My current thinking on the 
question is as follows: The monitoring and evaluation project has multiple goals. In the 
short term, it is probably more important as a source of feedback to both the CIJE and 
the community than as a tool for making in-or-out decisions. In the long term, a major 
concern is with learning how lead communities can successfully implement effective 
programs in order to diffuse innovation. 

Another purpose--perhaps in the three-to-five year range--is to permit the CIJE to make 
informed decisions about maintaining its collaborative efforts with a particular lead 
community. To the extent that collaboration would actually be discontinued, the 
following conditions would likely be salient: Absence of mobilized community support 
for Jewish education; failure to generate funding needed to give programs a chance to 
succeed; lack of effective community-wide working relationships necessary for systemic 
change; large opposition to CIJE/community efforts from educational professionals in the 
community. These are factors that could prevent our efforts from having a chance at 
success; communities would not be "deselected" for having attempted programs that did 
not succeed despite serious effons. Av.°lJ I ,,vJl-- a..r-,;e. -+ty•"'J i,.<i,...J to ~ llt._ t c0 1'1-""._,.,..f .. "l'J 
, "' ""' 1,i : ~ V) -\-4 !.<: r ~ ~ ~ v-- • \ l "' 6\- -e,vv,A--t ,-o _I 

(2) 1'Don't you think it's a little presumtuous that outsiders ... " 
It is extremely important for communities to recognize that the CIJE is not imposing 
specific programs on the communities. Within a framework of community mobilization 
and improving the quality of educators, the CIJE is seeking communities that will 
generate their own programs to meet their specific needs. Communities should not 
expect the CIJE to offer a "magic bullet." On the contrary, it will take hard work from a 
broad coalition within the community to conceive and execute the educational 
improvements. CIJE will assist in this process, but will not (and cannot) impose 
solutions. 
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MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND FEEDBACK IN LEAD 
COMMUNITIES: A THREE-YEAR OUTLINE 

Adam Gamoran 

University of Wisconsin, Madison 

In late 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America issuedA Time to Act, a 
report calling for radical improvement in all aspects of Jewish education. At the center of the 
report's strategic plan was the establishment of "lead communities," demonstration sites that 
would show North American Jews what was possible: 

Three to five model communities will be established to demonstrate what can happen when 
there is an infusion of outstanding personnel into the educational system, when the importance 
of Jewish education is recognized by the community and its leadership, and when the necessary 
funds are secured to meet additional costs (p. 67). 

One year later the succ,essor to the Commission, the Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 
(CIJE), is mobilizing to establish lead communities and to carry out the strategic plan. 

How will we know whether the lead communities have succeeded in creating better structures 
and processes for Jewish education? On what basis will the CUE encourage other cities to 
emulate the programs developed in lead communities? Like any innovation, the lead 
communities project requires a monitoring, evaluation, and feedback component to document 
its efforts and gauge its success. 

This proposal describes a plan for monitoring, evaluation, and feedback in lead communities. 
It emphasizes two aspects of educational change in lead communities: 

(1) What is the process of change in lead communities? This question calls for field research 
in the lead communities. It requires a combination of qualitative and quantitative data, and 
offers formative as well as summative evaluation - that is, feedback as well as monitoring for 
the lead communities. 

(2) What are the outcomes of change in lead communities? This question is especially 
challenging because the desired outcomes have yet to be defined. Hence, addressing the 
question requires, first, enumeration of possible outcomes, second, development of indicators 
for measuring selected outcomes, and third, research on the connection between programs in 
lead communities and the measured outcomes. 
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Field Research in Lead Communities 

Studying the process of change in lead communities should be a major component of the CIJE 
strategy. Documenting the process is especially important because the effects of innovation 
may not be manifested for several years. For example, suppose Community X manages to 
quadruple its number of full-time, professionally-trained Jewish educators. How long will it 
take for this change to affect cognitive and affective outcomes for students? Since the results 
cannot be detected immediately, it is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the extent to 
which the professional educators are being used effectively. Studying the process is also 
important in the case of unsuccessful innovation. 

Suppose despite the best-laid plans, Community X is unable to increase its professional 
teaching force. Learning from this experience would require knowledge of the points at which 
the innovation broke down. 

Field researchers. A team of at least two full-time field researchers would be hired to carry out 
the field research in three lead communities. Although budgetary and personnel constraints 
are likely to constrain the number of researchers the CIJE is able to hire, we should be aware 
that the depth of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback will be related to the number of 
researchers supported by the CUE. I estimate that two field researchers would be able to 
provide the level of detail described in this memo if there are three lead communities with an 
average Jewish population size of about 50,000 or smaller. 

Field researchers would have the following responsibilities: 

1. Supplement community self-studies with additional quantitative data, as determined 
following a review of the self-studies in all of the lead communities. 

2. Use these data, along with interviews and observations in the field, to gain an understanding 
of the state of Jewish education in the community at the outset of the lead community process. 

3. Attend meetings and interview participants in order to monitor the progress of efforts to 
improve the educational delivery system, broadly conceived. 

4. Prepare informal quarterly briefs which will serve as a source of feedback for participants 
in the lead communities. 

5. Write a nine-month report (May 1993) describing and interpreting the process and products 
of change to date. An important contribution of the report would be to discuss the operative 
goals of programs in the lead community. The report would also assess progress toward the 
Commission's goals, and would speak frankly about barriers to implementing the plans of the 
local commission. In this way, the report would serve as formative evaluation for the 
community and the CIJE. 

6. Replicate the initial data collection a year later, and continue monitoring progress toward 
the commission plan. 

2 
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7. Issue a 21-month report (May 1994), which would describe educational changes that 
occurred during the first two years, and present an assessment of the extent to which goals have 
been achieved. Two types of assessment would be included: 

(a) Qualitative assessment of program implementation. 

(b) Tabulation of changes in rates of participation in Jewish education, which may be 
associated with new programs. 

It may be possible to compare changes in rates of participation to changes that do or do not 
occur in other North American Jewish communities. For example, suppose the lead 
communities show increases in rates of Hebrew school attendance after Bar Mitzvah. Did 
these rates change in other communities during the same period? If not, one may have greater 
confidence in the impact of the efforts of the lead communities. (Even so, it is important to 
remember that the impact of the programs in lead communities cannot be disentangled from 
the overall impact of lead communities by this method. Thus, we must be cautious in our 
generalizations about the effects of the programs.) 

The 21-month reports would serve as both formative and summative evaluation for the local 
commissions and the CUE. In other words, they would not only ,encourage improvement in 
ongoing programs, bult would also inform decisions about whether programs should be 
maintained or discontinued. 

7. Field researchers would also serve as advisers to reflective practitioners in their communities 
(see below). 

Schedule. During fall 1991, a job description and list of qualifications would be prepared. The 
researchers would be hired and undergo training during spring and summer 1992. During this 
period, further details of the monitoring and feedback system would be worked out. The 
fieldwork itself would begin in late summer or early fall 1992. 

Director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback. The field researchers would be guided by a 
director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback. The director would be responsible for 
providing leadership, establishing an overall vision for the project. Further responsibilities 
would include making final decisions in the selection of field researchers; participating in the 
training of field researchers and in the development of a detailed monitoring and feedback 
system; overseeing the formal and informal reports from field researchers; and guiding plans 
for administration of surveys and tests in the lead communities. 

Reflective practitioners. In each lead community, two or more reflective practitioners would 
be commissioned to reflect on and write about their own educational efforts. The reflective 
practitioners, who could be selected by their local councils, would be teachers or 
administrators involved in CUE programs with reputations for excellent practice, or who are 
attempting to change their practices substantially. 

3 



The field researchers would supervise and advise the reflective practitioners. 

Collection of achievement and attitudinal data. Although specific goals for education in lead 
communities have yet to be defined, it is essential to make the best possible effort to collect 
rudimentary quantitative data to use as a baseline upon which to build. Details of this data 
collection, and a plan for longitudinal follow-ups, cannot yet be specified. As an example, we 
might administer a Hebrew test to seventh graders in all educational institutions in the 
community. Seventh grade would be chosen because it is the grade that probably captures the 
widest participation of students who study Hebrew. The test would need to be highly inclusive, 
covering, for example, biblical, prayerbook, and· conversational Hebrew. It may not be 
restricted to multiple- choice answers, in order to allow respondents to demonstrate capacity 
to use Hebrew as a language. The test would be accompanied by a limited survey questionnaire 
of perhaps twelve items, which would gauge students' attitudes and participation levels. This 
data collection effort would be led by a survey researcher, with assistance from the field 

C researchers, from community members who would be hired to help administer the survey, and 
from specialists who would score the tests. 

Development of Outcomes 

It is widely recognized that the question of the outcomes of Jewish education, which was not 
addressed in the Commission report, cannot be avoided by the CUE. This is not only a 
practical necessity, but a requirement of the research project: to evaluate the success of 
programs in the lead communities, one must know the criteria by which they are to be 
evaluated. Hence, the research project will take up the issues of (a) what are the aims of 
Jewish education; and (b) how can those aims, once defined, be measured? 

Proposed tasks for this component of the project for thefirst two years are: 

1. Commission a thought paper by an experienced professional on the outcomes of Jewish 
education. Guidelines for the paper would include: · 

(a) The focus would be concrete rather than vague. 

This might be accomplished by posing the question as,"If you were to evaluate the outcomes 
of Jewish education, what would you look at?" 

(b) Outcomes should be addressed in the areas of cognition, attitudes, values/beliefs, 
practices, and participation. 

2. Distribute the paper for comments to national/continental organizations for feedback. 

3. Engage the original writer to expand the paper in light of feedback received from the major 
organizations. The revision should include an analysis of points of agreement and 
disagreement among the organizations. 

4. Present the revised paper to the research advisory group, posing the following questions: 

4 
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(a) What do you make of this set of outcomes? 

(b) How might they be measured? 

The research advisory group would have two additional sources of information to consider: 
the operative goals of programs in lead communities, as described by field researchers in their 
9-month reports; and conceptions of the educated Jew developed by the Mandel Institute. 

5. Commission appropriate experts to begin selecting or creating outcome indicators. 

Stimulation of Self-Contained Research Projects 

At any time during the process, the CUE may require urgent attention to specific issues of 
educational effectiveness. (An example might be the relative effectiveness of supplementary 
school and summer camp attendance for Jewish identification.) After developing an internal 
consensus, CUE would either (1) issue a request for proposals on that topic, or (2) recruit and 
commission individual to carry out the research project. 

Timeline 

FIELDWORK 

Fall 1991 

Spring 1992 

Fall-Spring, 
1992-93 

May 1993 

August 1993 

Fall-Spring, 
1993-1994 

May 1994 

OUTCOME DEVELOPMENT 

create job description 

oversee hiring, training 

fieldwork underway, 
commission paper 
quarterly briefs, 
administer surveys/tests 

9-month reports 
solicit responses to outcomes paper 

revised paper due 
meeting of advisory committee 

fieldwork continues, 
develop outcome 

quarterly briefs indicators 

21-month reports 

5 
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J. The role· ·of the CIJE in establishing lead communities: ._ , 

the CIJE, through its staff, consultants and projects (best 
practices_and monitoring and evaluation) will facilitate 
implementation of programs and will ensure continental input 
into the Lead Communities. The CIJE will make the following 
available : 

1. Best Practices 

Evaluation Feedback 

T e CUE wiil establish a.n evaluation proje;:::t#~ Its purpose will be three-foid: 

1. to carry out ongoing moniioring of progress in Le.ad Communities, in order to assist com
m nicy leaders, pianners and educators in their...., work. A rese.3rcher will be commis-
sio ed and will spend much of his/her time locally, collecting and analyzing dat2. and offering 
it to practitioners for their consicie~rion. The purpose of this proc~ss is to improve a.11d cor
rec: implementation in e.:1ch LC and be~een them. 

2. to evaluaie progress in Lead Communities-assessing, as time goes on, the impact and e:
fecci.veness of each program, and ics suitabilicy for re?licacion elsewh~re. Evalu;;.tion will be 
conducted in a. variety of methocis. Data will be collected by the local researche:: and aiso n;;.
tiona.lly if applicable. Analysis will be the responsibility of the head of the evaluation team 
with two purposes in mind: 1) To evaluate the effectiveness of individual programs and of the 
Lead Communities the:nselves as models for change, and, 2) To begin to cre:!te inciicators and 
a data base that could serve as the basis for an ongoing assessment of the state of Jewish eduQ
tion in North America. This work will contribute o the publication of a periodic "s..ace of 
Jewish education" repor, as suggested by the Com • · io:1. "" 1 v\..e I vv .) fv" 1-✓'' 

I 

3. The feedback-loop: findings of monitoring and evaluation ac:ivities will be concinuOl:sly 
channelled to local and cem.ral .:>ianning activities in order to affect them and ace as an on~oing - - - -
corrective. In this manner t.here will be a rapid. exchange of knowledge and mutual influence 
be~een practice and planning. "Findings from the fie!d will require ongoing adaptation of 
plans. Tnese changed pians will in rurn, affect implementa.tion and so on. 

3 . Professional services: 
a} Educational consultants to help introduce best practices 
b} Planning assistance as required 
c) Community processes 

4 . Funding facilitation 
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Budget Notes 

This budget assumes there are THREE lead communities. 

Sa_lary 

Salaries have been revised to reflect the calibre of candidates we have uncovered. 

Moving expenses are for two field researchers to move to lead communities. 

All items dealing with the survey/test have been moved from year 2 to year 3. 

Travel 

Initial training: 3 persons, 2 overnight each, national average 

Research travel: 2 persons, 6 trips each, 14 overnights each trip, national average 

Supplies/Expenses 

Laptop computers and printers are for the use of the field researchers. The computers will 
include internal modem/fax boards. 

Consulting 

Reflective practitioners have been postponed until Year 3. 

t I · ; I I · g I as t nu p cup I r: '11 is y •· Consulting fees have been 
increased slightly to accommodate consulting needs. Travel for consultants is for attending a 
field researcher training session. 

Increase for Year 3 

The bulk of the increase from Year 2 to Year 3 reflects the survey research which will occur 
in Year 3. Additional increases reflect funds for reflective practitioners, and a 5% estimated 
increase in categories in which costs are likely to rise (e.g., salaries, travel). 
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MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND FEEDBACK IN LEAD COMMUNITIES: 
A THREE-YEAR OU'IUNE 

In late 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America issued A Time to Aet. a 
report calling for radical improvement in all aspects of Jewish education. At the center of the 
report's strategic plan was the establishment of "lead communities," demonstration sites that would 
show North American Jews what was possible: 

Three to five model communities will be established to demonstrate what can happen when 
there is an infusion of outstanding personnel into the educational system, when the importance 
of J ewisb education is recognized by the community and its leadership, and when the 
necessary funds are secured to meet additional costs (p.67). 

One year later the successor to the Commission, the Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 
(CUE), is mobilizing to establish lead communities and to carry out the strategic plan. 

How will we know whether the lead communities have succeeded in creating better structures 
and processes for Jewish education? On what basis will the CUE encourage other cities to emulate 
the programs developed in lead communities? Like any innovation, the lead communities project 
requires a monitoring, evaluation, and feedback component to document its efforts and gauge its 
success. 

This proposal describes a plan for monitoring, evaluation, and feedback in lead communities. 
It emphasizes two aspects of educational change in lead communities: 

( 1) What is the process of change in lead communities? This question calls for field research 
in the lead communities. It requires a combination of qualitative and quantitative data, and 
offers formative as well as summative evaluation - that is, feedback as well as monitoring -
for the lead communities. 

(2) What are the outcomes of change in lead communities? This question is especially 
challenging because the desired outcomes have yet to be defined. Hence, addressing the 
question requires, first, enumeration of possible outcomes, second, development of indicators 
for measuring selected outcomes, and third, research on the connection between programs in 
lead communities and the measured outcomes. 

FIELD RESEARCH IN LEAD COMMUNITIES 
Studying the process of change in lead communities should be a major component of the CUE 

strategy. Documenting the process is especially important because the effects of innovation may not 
be manifested for several years. For example, suppose Community X manages to quadruple its 
number of full-time, professionally-trained Jewish educators. How long will it take for this change to 
affect cognitive and affective outcomes for students? Since the results cannot be detected 
immediately, it is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the extent to which the professional 
educators are being used effectively. Studying the process is also important in the case of 
unsuccessful innovation. Suppose despite the best-laid plans, Community X is unable to increase its 
professional teaching force. Learning from this experience would require knowledge of the points at 
which the innovation broke down. 
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.Field researchers. A team of at least two full-time field researchers would be hired to carry 
out the field research in three lead communities. Although budgetary and personnel constraints are 
likely to limit the number of researchers the CIJE is able to hire, we should be aware that the depth 
of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback will be related to the number of researchers supported by_ the 
CIJE. I estimate that two field researchers would be able to provide the level of detail described in 
this memo if there are three lead communities with an average Jewish population size of about 50,000 
or smaller. 

Field researchers would have the following responsibilities: 

1. Supplement community self-studies with additional quantitative data, as determined 
following a review of the self-studies in all of the lead communities. 

2 . Use these data, along with interviews and observations in the field, to gain an 
understanding of the state of Jewish education in the community at the outset of the lead 
community process. 

3 . Attend meetings and interview participants in order to monitor the progress of efforts to 
improve the educational delivery system, broadly conceived. 

4. Prepare informal quarterly briefs which will serve as a source of feedback for participants 
in the lead communities. 

5. Write a nine-month report (May 1993) describing and interpreting the process and products 
of change to date. An important contribution of the report would be to discuss the operative 
goals of programs in the lead community. The report would also assess progress toward the 
Commission's goals. and would speak frankly about barriers to implementing the plans of the 
local commission. In this way, the report would serve as formative evaluation for the 
community and the CUE. 

6. Replicate the initial data collection a year later, and continue monitoring progress toward 
the commission plan. 

7. Issue a 21-month report (May 1994), which would describe educational changes that 
occurred during the first two years, and present an assessment of the extent to which goals 
have been achieved. Two types of assessment would be included: (a) Qualitative assessment 
of program implementation. (b) Tabulation of changes in rates of participation in Jewish 
education. which may be associated with new programs. 

It may be possible to compare changes in rates of participation to changes that do or do not 
occur in other North American Jewish communities. For example, suppose the lead 
communities show increases in rates of Hebrew school attendance after Bar MitzVah. Did 
these rates change in other communities during the same period? If not, one may have 
greater confidence in the impact of the efforts of the lead communities. (Even so, it is 
important to remember that the impact of the programs in lead communities cannot be 
disentangled from the overall impact of lead communities by this method. Thus, we must be 
cautious in our generalizations about the effects of the programs.) 



The 21-month reports would serve as both formative and sumrnarive evaluation for the local 
commissions and the CUE. In other words, they would not only encourage improvement in 
ongoing programs, but would also inform decisions about whether programs should be 
maintained or discontinued. 

7. Field researchers would also serve as advisers to reflective practitioners in their 
communities (see below). 

Schedule. During fall 1991, a job description and list of qualifications would be prepared. 
The researchers would be hired and undergo training during spring and summer 1992. During this 
period, further details of the monitoring and feedback system would be worked out. The fieldwork 
itself would begin in late summer or early fall 1992. 
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Director of monitoring. evaluation. and feedback. The field researchers would be guided by a 
director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback. The director would be responsible for providing 
leadership, establishing an overall vision for the project. Further respomibilities would include 
making final decisions in the selection of field researchers; participating in the training of field 
researchers and in the development of a detailed monitoring and feedback system; overseeing the 
formal ·and informal reports from field researchers; and guiding plans for administration of surveys 
and tests in the lead communities. 

Reflective practitioners. In each lead community, two or more reflective practitioners would 
be commissioned to reflect on and write about their own educational efforts. The reflective 
practitioners, who could be selected by their local councils, would be teachers or administrators 
involved in CUE programs with reputations for ex.cellent practice, or who are attempting to change 
their practices substantially. The field researchers would supervise and advise the reflective 
practitioners. 

Collection of achievement and attitudinal data. Although specific goals for education in lead 
communities have yet to be defined. it is essential to make the best possible effort to collect 
rudimentary quantitative data to use as a baseline upon which to build. Details of this data collection, 
and a plan for longitudinal follow-ups, cannot yet be specified. As an example, we might administer 
a Hebrew test to seventh graders in all educational institutions in the community. Seventh grade 
would be chosen because it is the grade that probably captures the widest participation of students 
who study Hebrew. The test would need to be highly inclusive, covering, for example, biblical, 
prayerbook, and conversational Hebrew. It may not be restricted to multiple-choice answers, in order 
to allow respondents to demonstrate capacity to use Hebrew as a language. The test would be 
accompanied by a limited survey questionnaire of perhaps twelve items, which would gauge students' 
attitudes and participation levels. This data collection effort would be led by a survey researcher, 
with assistance from the field researchers, from community members who would be hired to help 
administer the survey, and from specialists who would score the tests. 

DEVELOPMENT OF OUTCOMES 
It is widely recognized that the question of the outcomes of Jewish education, which was not 

addressed in the Commission report, cannot be avoided by the CUE. This is not only a practical 
necessity, but a requirement of the research project: to evaluate the success of programs in the lead 
communities, one must know the criteria by which they are to be evaluated. Hence, the research 



project will take up the issues of (a) what are the aims of Jewish education; and (b) how can those 
aims, once defined, be measured? 

Proposed tasks for this component of the project for the first two years are: 

1. Commission a thought paper by an experienced professional on the outcomes of Jewish 
education. Guidelines for the paper would include: ·, 

(a) The focus would be concrete rather than vague. This might be accomplished by 
posing the question as, "If you were to evaluate the outcomes of Jewish education, 
what would you look at?" 
(b) Outcomes should be addressed in the areas of cognition, attitudes, values/beliefs. 
practices, and participation. 

2. Distribute the paper for comments to national/continental organizations for feedback. 
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3. Engage the original writer to expand the paper in light of feedback received from the major 
organizations. The revision should include an analysis of points of agreement and 
disagreement among the organizations. 

4. Present the revised paper to the research advisory group, posing the following questions: 
(a) What do you make of this set of outcomes? 
(b) How might they be measured? 

The research advisory group would have two additional sources of information to consider: 
the operative goals of programs in lead communities, as described by field researchers in their 
9-month reports; and conceptions of the educated Jew developed by the Mandel Institute. 

5. Commission appropriate experts to begin selecting or creating outcome indicators. 

STIMULATION OF SELF-CONT AJNED RESEARCH PROJECTS 
At any time during the process, the CDE may require urgent attention to specific issues of 

educational effectiveness. (Ao example might be the relative effectiveness of supplementary school 
and summer camp attendance for Jewish identification.) After developing an internal consensus, CIJE 
would either (1) issue a request for proposals on that topic, or (2) recruit and commission individual 
to carry out the research project. 

... ... ... . •-.. --·-"'-·· --- - ~ ,. 
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MEMO TO: CIJE Board Members and Senior Po;icy Advisors 
i 

FROM: Morton L. Mandel 

DATE: March 26, 1992 

SUBJECT: CIJE Personnel Update 

------- --- ----- -- ------- ----------------------------- -----------

As the search for a permanent, full-time director for CIJE 
continues, we a re making an interim reassignment of 
responsibilities_ We have asked Shulamith Elster, who has been 
serving as chief education office r, to become Acting Director . 
She will retain her role as chief education officer, to which we 
are adding certai n responsibilities for planning, coordination, 
and administration. 

As you know, Steve Hoffman has s erved as Acting Director of 
CIJE, in a voluntary capacity, since November 1990. We are 
grateful to Steve for all he has done to help get CIJE off the 
ground, and we look forwar d to his continued involvement in CIJE 
as a senior consultant. We will continue to benefit from his 
experience and expertise, especially in t h e area of community 
organization and fundra ising. 

The small consultant team formed over t he last year will 
continue to work closely with us as we forge ahead to implement 
the recommendations of the Commission. The Lead Community 
selection process is now well under way, and we will keep in 
touch with you as this effort proceeds . 

Warmest regards. 

cc: Adam Gamoran - For your information 

. - ... ...... _ .-~ .... . - ··-- ............ ,_~ ........... ....., ... --~-- ,~ - ----



[copy of e-mail message sent 4/25/92] 

Shulamith, 

I'm writing to update you on the progress of my work. 

RECRUITMENT 
Although the deadline for field researcher applications is May 11, I have already received 18 
applications. None of these is the ideal candidate--an experienced early-career field 
researcher with knowledge of Jewish education--but so far there are one or two who may be 
worth considering. And of course I expect to get more applications as the deadline draws 
closer. 

Assuming I get some viable candidates, I would like to conduct interviews in late May or, at 
the latest, in early June. I would like your help in conducting the interviews and making 
decisions. In addition, I have enlisted the aid of two colleagues who are the ideal 
consultants to help with the selection (and and later, the training) of the field researchers. 
They are (1) Gary Wehlage, my colleague at Wisconsin, who conducted the evaluation of 
New Futures that I wrote about; (2) Ellen Goldring, associate prof. of educational 
administration at Vanderbilt. Ellen has come to Vanderbilt this year after several years at 
Tel Aviv University, where she was a tenured faculty member in education. She has 
conducted numerous evaluations of schools and principals and bas a strong background in 
Jewish education (though., like me, her research is in secular education). We should 
definitely try to draw her into our larger orbit of academic experts who can contribute to 
improving Jewish education. Ideally we could get her to work with the field resear,chers next 
year while I'm away. 

Earlier this week I attended the annual meeting of the American Educational Research 
Association, and I spoke with numerous colleagues about the CIJE and the evaluation 
project. I had hoped to come away with nominees for the field researcher positions. I did 
not find any serious candidates, but at least I increased our visibility, and perhaps something 
will come through later. 

CONTENT OF FIELD RESEARCH 
I have begun reading and making notes for a memo that will identify and discuss the focus 
of the field research in the first year or two of the lead communities. The field researchers 
will have three main questions to address: 

(1) Is there a vision of improvement of Jewish education in this community? What is the 
vision? How does the vision differ across different segments of the community? 

(2) What is the form and extent of community mobilization for Jewish education? Who is 
involved? Who is left out? What financial resources have been mobilized? Is community 
support growing, declining, or staying the same? 

(3) What changes are envisioned or occurring for the professional lives of educators'? 



The memo will explain and elaborate these questions. It will defend them by drawing on A 
TIME TO ACT and on recent research in educational evaluation. Then it will propose 
methods for addressing them. 

As I work on this, it has become clear that the field research will not incorporate 
administrative monitoring of the type that Jack has discussed. The field researchers will not 
be able to say on a week-to-week basis whether programs are attended or not; what people 
liked about the programs; etc. That will have to be part of the CUE or local council 
administration. Nonetheless, quarterly feedback from the field researchers should be 
enormously valuable to the local council, especially regarding questions (1) and (2). Indeed, 
just asking question (1) will probably be a contribution, since it will stimulate people to think 
about this critical issue. 

My current thinking about the goals issue is to return to the position I stated in Jerusalem: 
There is no set of clear goals for lead communities, yet it would be a mistake to base the 
evaluation on externally-identified goals. Instead, the goals will be uncovered from within, 
primarily by answering question (1) above, in a way that is sensitive to the multiple and 
sometimes competing goals found in any community. Subsequent years of evaluation will 
make reference to the early goals and will also take account of the evolution of goals over 
time. In light of this view, the "goals paper " described in my project proposal should be set 
aside, perhaps permanently. 

I have not had time to deal with the testing/survey issue. Regretfully, I don't think I'm 
going to be able to devote the time it would take to select or construct an instrument for use 
in the lead communities next year. We might want to consider hiring someone to pursue 
this matter. It may be extremely important, but we aren' t certain because we don't know 
what quality of instrument could be created. 

Hope you had a nice Pesah, and that all is well with you. 

Best, 
Adam 



May 27, IW2 

The CUE Lead Communities Pro ,Ct has been compared on a numrer 
of occasions to the New American Schoo~ Program. I thought that 
you would re interested in this recent article by one of ilie 
NASOC panelist& 

~tregar~ 



A Proposal Reader on Searching for New American Schools 

that very few of the panelist.a at 
Leesburgwerememberaofminority 
groups (though this apparently was 
not true of the Hout.on panelista). 

'lbomas H. Kean, was on target when 
beaaid, "We have eperked an UI11ft1>
edented collaborative process all 
8C1'088 the nation, on the part of 
American edumtion's brightest. ~ 
ple." 'Ibe oompetition acted, in e0"ect, 
as a giant national think tank on the 
design of DBW schools. It was truly r&

freebing to see propc&l]a that includ-

The request for propoeala itself 
a1ao presented aome problems. One 
oftbe biggestcoocemed the wording 
"world-daaa standards." What are 
world-daaa standards? It's difJicult . 
to ask l!OJDeOD& to abow bow stu
dents can attain them if you can't 
define them! Therefore, rather than 
try to define these standanla, most 
propoeala paid no more than lip ser
vice to them. Of even more concern 
is that talking about attaining 
"world-daaa Btandarda" is ina~ 
priate in many of our urban schools, 
plagued by drugs, violence, and high 
dropout ratee. It will be a long and 
difficult road before we manage t.o 
just t:nmaform tbeae echoola from 
the "second claaa" environmenb 
they have become. One would hope 
that NASDO will pay attention to 
"break the mold" proposals that aim 
to help these schools make radical 
and fimdamental changes without 
irnmed.iate concern to wtJrld-cl888 
standards. Aa the saying goes, you 
have t.o crawl before you walk. 

Nooetheleaa, NASDC'a chairman, 

ed oollaboratiOD.H of partners from 
business and induatry, K-12 educa
tion, higher- education, state and/or 
local governments, high-tecboology 
companies, CXIDSUlting firms, founda
tions, and community prganiwtiona. 
It seems likely that some of these de
sign-team walitions will pursue their 
goals with or wit.bout NA.BOC funding. 
If so, the New American Schools~ 

velopment Corporation can look upon 
the establishment of such teams as 
part of its success. 

Unfortunately, the general quality 
of the propoaals left me disappoint.eel. 
Not~ of the designs really "broke 
the mold." 'Ibe prooeea of a-eating a 
design was very often el'\pbssiud 
more than providing any real sub-

a.bat-.Mull'ay 

stance. Theae numerous "plans tn 
plan" all require a great leap of faith 
on the part of a funding aource. 'Trust 
us to \188 this grant money to form a 
team which will then come up with a 
llp8Cific design• was a refrain heard in 
a great number of proposal& Design 
t.eams whose ideas were too vague, 
and those which bad not yet garnered 
oornmunity support, were seen as less 

likely to succeed. 
Moat propoeals included many of 

today's leading~ ideas in educa
tion. Unfortunately, many also 
seemedjusttouse theaeideasas ~ 
wonls, withliWethou,bt given to im
plementing them. The great majority 
of propoaala paid little attention to in
abu:tional techniques, IIID8ll, nira1 
communities, drugs and violence, 
handicap .atudenta,umnectinnato 
other countriee and cultun., and~ 
tivating the Ieamer. 

In ita defense, the NASOO request 
for propoeals didn't allow enough 
time for many groups to do the kind 
of preparation needed to put topth
·er a comprehensive- plan. Deepite 
this, almoet every proposal had 
some good pointa in it. 'Jbe beet had 
done a goodjob of"packsging'' ideas. 
and abowed superior planning in re
gard to implementation and replica• 
tion of deeigns, and on maintaining 
comm.unity support. Some of the 
many positive ideas in the propoeals 
included: learning as a community 
activity; mentoring programs; Total 
Quality Management-etudent and 
community vieVfBd as "a customer"; 
redefining the role and elevating the 
statua of the clusrQom teac:her; in• 
tergenerational learning; and per• 
formance-based assessment. 

There were quite a few proposals 
that contained some good ideas yet 
had other serious deficiencies. The 
possibility was raised that NASDC 

might approach teams with comple
mentary good ideas, and suggest 
they cooperate on a single design. 

The final awan:11 are to be made 
by the end ofthia month. We should 
hope the busine88 comunity will 
SOOD opeu its pockets 80 that NASDC 

tllll raiae the $160 million more it 
needs to meet ita funding plaD8. 
While many. people might justifi• 
ably say that this money could be 
put to l>etter use right now, that's 
not the point. At lea.st BOmething is 
happening in education with this 
procees that has a good chance of 
producing some positive long-term 
results. And for the Bush Adminis
tration's education record, it's a step 
in the right direction. 

Yet I share the ooooem of many of 
my fellow panelista that politics may 
rear its head in the final award pro
cess. The bottom line for eelection 
must be the quality of the design pro
poaal. It would be a shame if reward
mg political allies and politieally mc>
tivaUld geographic-distribution 
considerations left. some excellent 
propoaala wit.bout funding. When the 
NASDC board of directore makes its fi. 
nal decisions, let's hope the members 
put on their ed~tor hats and leave 
their political baggage behind. ■ 
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MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND FEEDBACK IN LEAD 
COMMUNITIES: A THREE-YEAR OUTLINE 

Adam Gamoran 

University of Wisconsin, Madison 

In late 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America issued A Time to Act, a 
report calling for radical improvement in all aspects of Jewish education. At the center of the 
report's strategic plan was the establishment of "lead communities," demonstration sites that 
would show North American Jews what was possible: 

Three to five model communities will be established to demonstrate what can 
happen when there is an infusion of outstanding personnel into the educational 
system, when the importance of Jewish education is recognized by the com
munity and its leadership, and when the necessary funds are secured to meet 
additional costs (p. 67). 

One year laterthe successor to the Commission, the Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 
(CIJE), is mobilizing to establish lead communities and to carry out the strategic plan. 

How will we know whether the lead communities have succeeded in creating better structures 
and processes for Jewish education? On what basis will the CIJE encourage other cities to 
emulate the programs developed in lead communities? Like any innovation, the lead com
munities project requires a monitoring, evaluation, and feedback component to document its 
efforts and gauge its. success. 

This proposal describes a plan for monitoring, evaluation, and feedback in lead communities. 
It emphasizes two aspects of educational change in lead communities: 

(1) What is the process of change in lead communities? This question calls for field research 
in the lead communities. It requires a combination of qualitative and quantitative data, and 
offers formative as well as summative evaluation - that is, feedback as well as monitoring for 
the lead communities. 

(2) What are the outcomes of change in lead communities? Does the project emphasize 
increased participation? Should we expect a rise in general Jewish literacy? Such questions 
are especially challenging because the specific outcomes have yet to be defined. By asking 
about goals in lead communities, the evaluation project will stimulate participants to think 
about their own visions and establish a standard by which changes can be measured in later 
years. 



Field Research in Lead Communities 

Studying the process of change in lead communities should be a major component of the CUE 
strategy. Documenting the process is especially important because the effects of innovation 
may not be manifested for several years. For example, suppose Community X manages to 
quadruple its number of full-time, professionally-trained Jewish educators. How long will it 
take for this change to affect cognitive and affective outcomes for students? Since the results 
cannot be detected immediately, it is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the extent to 
which the professional educators are being used effectively. Studying the process is also 
important in the case of unsuccessful innovation. 

Suppose despite the best-laid plans, Community X is unable to increase its professional 
teaching force. Learning from this experience would require knowledge of the points at which 
the innovation broke down. 

Field researchers. A team of three full-time field researchers would be hired to carry out the 
field research in three lead communities. During the first year, the field researchers will be 
principally concerned with three questions: 

(a) What are the visions for change in Jewish education held by members of the communities? 
How do the visions vary across different individuals or segments of the community? How 
vague or specific are these visions? To what extent do these visions crystallize during the 
planning year ( 1992-1993)? 

(b) What is the extent of community mobilization for Jewish education? Who is involved, and 
who is not? How broad is the coalition supporting the CIJE's efforts? How deep is 
participation within the various agencies? For example, beyond a small core of leaders, is 
there grass-roots involvement in the community? To what extent is the community mobi
lized financially as well as in human resources? 

(c) What is the nature of the professional life of educators in this community? Under what 
conditions do teachers and principals work? For example, what are their salaries, and their 
degree of satisfaction with salaries? Are school faculties cohesive, or fragmented? Do 
principals have offices? What are the physical conditions of classrooms? Is there ad
ministrative support for innovation among teachers? 

The first question is essential for establishing that specific goals exist for improving Jewish 
education, and for uncovering what these goals are. The second and third questions concern 
the "enabling options" described in A Time to Act, the areas of improvement which are 
essential to the success of lead communities: mobilizing community support, and building a 
profession of Jewish education. 

Field researchers will address these questions in the following way: 

1. Supplement community self-studies with additional quantitative data, as determined follow
ing a review of the self-studies in all of the lead communities. For example, what are the 
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educational backgrounds of Jewish teachers? How much turnover exists among educators in 
the community? 

2. Use these data, along with interviews and observations in the field, to gain an understanding 
of the state of Jewish education in the community at the outset of the lead community process. 

3. Attend meetings and interview participants in order to monitor the progress of efforts to 
· improve the educational delivery system, broadly conceived. 

4. Report on a regular basis to provide feedback for participants in the lead communities. 

5. Write a nine-month report (May 1993) describing and interpreting the process and products 
of change to date. An important contribution of the report would be to discuss the operative 
goals of programs in the lead community. The report would also assess progress toward the 
Commission's goals, and would speak frankly about barriers to implementing the plans of the 
local commission. In this way, the report would serve as formative evaluation for the com
munity and the CUE. 

6. Replicate the initial data collection a year later, and continue monitoring progress toward 
the commission plan. -

7. Issue a 21-month report (May 1994 ), which would describe educational changes that 
occurred during the first two years, and present an assessment of the extent to which goals have 
been achieved. Two types of assessment would be included: 

( a) Qualitative assessment of program implementation. 

(b) Tabulation of changes in rates of participation in Jewish education, which may be 
associated with new programs. 

It may be possible to compare changes in rates of participation to changes that do or do not 
occur in other North American Jewish communities. For example, suppose the lead com
munities show increases in rates of supplementary school attendance after Bar Mitzvah. Did 
these rates change in other communities during the same period? If not, one may have greater 
confidence in the impact of the efforts of the lead communities. (Even so, it is important to 
remember that the impact of the programs in lead communities cannot be disentangled from 
the overall impact of lead communities by this method. Thus, we must be cautious in our 
generalizations about the effects of the programs.) 

The 21-month reports would serve as both formative and summative evaluation for the local 
commissions and the CIJE. In other words, they would not only encourage improvement in 
ongoing programs, but would also inform decisions about whether programs should be 
maintained or discontinued. 

7. Field researchers would also serve as advisers to reflective practitioners in their communities 
(see below). 
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Schedule. During fall 1991, a job description and list of qualifications was prepared. The 
researchers should be hired and undergo training during the summer and fall of 1992. During 
this period, further details of the monitoring and feedback system would be worked out. The 
fieldwork itself would begin in fall 1992. 

Director of monitoring, eval.uation, and feedback. The field researchers would be guided by a . 
director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback. The director would be responsible for 
providing leadership, establishing an overall vision for the project. Further responsibilities 
would include making final decisions in the selection of field researchers; participating in the 
training of field researchers and in the development of a detailed monitoring and feedback 
system; overseeing the formal and informal reports from field researchers; and guiding plans 
for administration of surveys and tests in the lead communities. 

Reflective practitioners. In each lead community, beginning in 1993, two or more reflective 
practitioners would be commissioned to reflect on and write about their own educational 
efforts. (A reflective practitioner is an educator who, in addition to normal responsibilities, 
takes on the task of thinking systematically and writing about his or her efforts and experien
ces.) The reflective practitioners, who could be selected by their local councils, would be 
teachers or administrators involved in CIJE programs with reputations for excellent practice, 
or who are attempting to change their practices substantially. 

The field researchers would supervise and advise the reflective practitioners. 

Collection of achievement and attitudinal data. Although specific goals for education in lead 
communities have yet to be defined, it is essential to make the best possible effort to collect 
rudimentary quantitative data to use as a baseline upon which to build. Details of this data 
collection, and a plan for longitudinal follow-ups, cannot yet be specified. As an example, we 
might administer a Hebrew test to seventh graders in all educational institutions in the 
community. Seventh grade would be chosen because it is the grade that probably captures the 
widest participation of students who study Hebrew. The test would need to be highly inclusive, 
covering, for example, biblical, prayerbook, and conversational Hebrew. It may not be 
restricted to multiple- choice answers, in order to allow respondents to demonstrate capacity 
to use Hebrew as a language. The test would be accompanied by a limited survey questionnaire 
of perhaps twelve items, which would gauge students' attitudes and participation levels. This 
data collection effort would be led by a survey researcher, with assistance from the field . 
researchers, from community members who would be hired to help administer the survey, and 
from specialists who would score the tests. 
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Timeline 

FIELDWORK 

Fall 1991 

Spring 1992 

Summer 1992 

Fall-Spring, 
1992-93 

May 1993 

Fall-Spring, 
1993-1994 

May 1994 

OUTCOME DEVELOPMENT 

create job description 

recruit field researchers 

hire, train field researchers 

fieldwork underway, 
quarterly reports, 

9-month reports 

fieldwork continues, 
administer surveys/tests 
quarterly reports 

21-month reports 
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MAY 6, 1992 • EDUCATION WEEK 

COM1viENTARY 

, Searching for New American Schools 

.. 

A 
utomobile manufacturers design and build new 
car models every few years. Most successful corpo
rations review and resb'ucture their operational 
modela at least every few yean. Yet, if you a.eked 

any group of American educatora, you would likely hear that 
moat of ounchools haven't significantly changed their models 
aiDce the era of the Model T .Fbrd. That's why I was intrigued : 
by the "request for proposals" issued Jut fall by the New 
American Schools Development Corporation, a nonprofit cor
poration wboee mission is to underwrite the creation otnew 
modela for OQl' ac:boola--models wholle radically new designs ' 
would create "break the mold• achools and empower our stu
denta to reach "'world ·clasa" standards. 

I muat~ l was skeptical. The New American Schools 
Development Corporation was created as part of President 
BWlb'a America 2000 program. And radically dift'erent new 
ideas have not been a hallmark of the Bush AdminiBtration. 

Still, tbia one-of-a-kind 00mpetition for multi-million-dol
lar funding would BUl"ely inspire many creative minda to do 
some very aerious thinking-and just mi&ht re8Ult in aome 
tluly inapiring proposals, The prospect of reading a propoeaI 
that would just bock my socks oft' (mixed with a certain pa• 
bioticeenaeofduty)prompt.edmetoacceptNASDC'sinvitation 
to be a nonpaid panelist at a fouNiay "propoul-reading mar
athon• in leelbur,, Va. .. . ., ... ~ ... .. :::. 

It was a decision that I don't regret. While my aocka were 
ueverquitt~off,ld.id~~~i~l.~W. -• 
optimism for t.he future. Despite aome ~ · (which 
nt outline later) the whole process was a valuable exercise · 
with some of the excitement and exhaustion of a tzeasw-e 

·- · 

· ·hunt. Our~. ~M,l'e to l>e fo~ the 686 new
school design propoeais NASDC'nicelvecl~ &&a a 
found would aha.re In their own treasures: a portion of the 
$200 million that the New American Scboola Development 
Corporation bas pledged to nuse over the next five years. at 
seemed a little incongruous to me that an organization that is 
IUDUD(t to pw away up to $200 million would u.y it couldn't 
afford to Pl, th,, peNliltl, but the ezcitement of the whole=: ,_.._ _ _ 
proce8I WU enough to make me forget economic concerns.) 

PanelistB were reauited with specialties in education, busi
nem, JDIIDlli'8IDellt. technology, and a>mmunity relaaons. (M,y 
specialty ii education! technology.) Our task was to read and 
render OW' b8llt judpenta on which propoeed etforta "bad the 
sreate,t probability cl contributq to the improvement cl 
American ecfucatiozi•--aod therein ahowd be conaldered u 
one of the upto30 granta thatNASDCwouJdawardin the PbaN 1 
Design Efl'ort. (NASDC isn't funded by the federal govamment. 
Ji\mda are being raised pivately: 'lb date, only about one,quar
ter « the ~million goal has been met.) 

Fbr the propoul-reading proceee, the 180 panetiat, and 640 
of the deaign propoula were divided among three lites: lAlel
burr, Denver, aiid Houston. (Another 146 propoaala bad been 
eliminated for being "unrespon.aive to the requellt fur propos
al,• during a pre-ecreenini proceN conducted by the NASDC 
ata8' and conaultanta from the RAND Corporation.) The propoe
ala were alsodivideclao no paneliata were ubd tojudp tl'°"8 
that originated in their gqrapbic home re,ioir-to limit the 
pollibilities of 00nfticta of interest. (We were instructed to 
di,qualify ouraelvee from judging any propoaaa where a po&

Bible con1lict could be conmued.) 
Our instructions were to focus mainly on "criterion 1 • of the 

request for propcieals: "the likelihood that~ design will en• 
able studenta to meet the national education goa1a and to at
tain world~ atandarda. • In order to meet this criterion, a 
"break the mold• design propoeal should deal 00mprehensive
l,y with cuniculwn, achievement of world-elasa standards, 
teacher training, student motivation, parental and comm uni• 

· ty involvement, the regulatory environment of the achoo), the 
acbool'i or system's relationships to other systems, and the 
reltructuring of the organization, Anances, governanoe, and 
adrniuimtion of the school. A key point driven home to us 
wu that we were not to "grade on a curve" -our standards 
were to be high • 

Our group of60 panelists at Leeaburgwere divided into six 
panels oflO each. Each panel was aaaigned a specific group of 
propo81lls. Every propoaal WU read separately by three or 
four panel members. Each reader filled out a fonn that record- . 
eel bit or her lmpreaeiona of the strengths andweakuem■ of 
~ propou]. It wu then ur to thil 11Ub-panel to meet and 
reach a <lOll8el\8U8 on each proposal. In moet caaee, this wasn't 
very difficult. Time and time again, we rejected propoeala that 
gave only lip service to critical iasuea such as ecbool-buaines&
community collaboration, or that otherwise failed le be re
aponaive to the proposal requeet. In fact, after the first day of 
reading, many of us wondered ii we would ever 188 a propoaa1 
we could call "strong" or "outatanding.• The othe?- panela 
seemed to be having similar experiences. 

It wam't until the second day, after readini almost 20 pro
pouli, that we finally found one that raiaed ourapirita: a well
rounded collaborative propoeal that aaid to UI (amoq other 
things), "Wo're organhed, we undenstand the iaeuee deeply, 
we've made aome progreu already, we've Identified the right 
people, we've got a good handle on cuniculum, training, costa, 
and replicability of our design.• Over the next two daya, 
whenever any of our aub-pauels found a proposal they 
thought was "strong," we made aure all panelist.a read it prior 
to our discussing it. Most ofus were so motivated to read good 
propsala that we also read ones that any of the other five pan
ela c:on,idered "strong.• (At first NA.SOC tried to limit our ac
cees to propoeal, assigned to aome of the other panels; they 
later relented on this.) 

Whenev~r a sub-panel couldn't reach consensus on a par
ticular proposal, all members of the panel read it and dis
cussed it. I had voluntered to be panel leader, and in that role, 
one of my duties was to moderate such group discuesions. The 
strong and independent spirits of the panel members, com• 
bined with their varied backgrounds (they included state, dis-

-- --~. ···--- - ·· . -· . ~ - ·- · -· .,. __ __ _ _,_ ,...._._~_. __ .,._..._ _ __ ,,.,..;-... , · -... • -~~--...1w ........ ..,...,. ... .-......... , .... ,...... . . .... . . ~ 

bict, and school-level educational administrators; busineaa 
and foundation executives; educational ~nsultants; and 
teachers) made for spirited, stimulating eessions. This ex• 
hange of ideas from· auch a wide variety of perspectives was 
btneftcial to both the evaluation proce81 and to each of wt. 

By the end of the third day, we were all exhausted and 
ready to go home, The fourth and last day's agenda was a full
group 11eBSion of all 60 paneliata. Representatives from each 
panel preeented a synopsis ot the propoaa1s their panel had 
choaen to recommend u posaible ~dates for funding. The 
end of our grueling four-ay experience was marked by a 
abort diJcuaaion on the pneral strengths and weakneaaea of. 
all the propoea1a. When it wu time to leave, I was struck bf 
the feeling that we hadjust ended a 88880n at awnmer camp. 
Though JD0llt of ua were awpriaed by the small number of 
propoeala we finally recommended (the exact number is 00n• 
lidered confidential), we had learned much-from both tile 
J)l'Opoula and the proc8II of evaluating them. 
· How aood wu the proca11? While far from perfect, it was a 
tincen, etrort. NASDC waa conducting an unprecedented com
petition for which there wu notraclt record. 'lb a large extent, 
and to the nonprofit 00rporation'a credit, the evaluation pro
oeae itaelt' wu continuou■ly evolving tbrougout the four days 
we were there . . Both the NASDC atatf and their consultants 
from RAND were very receptive to suggestions. Yet there were 
aome problems. Many peneu.ta were surpriaed that NABOC"' 
■hared with us its at.aft', general impreesiona of the propoaal~ 
they had already screened-prior to our beginning our evalu:
ationi. This may have had the effect ofunconaciouly pnuudic
ing some of us toward those opinioua. I waa also disappointed 

'Continued on Page 25 
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Mark Sherry ia pruu:knt of Microease Cor&11ullin, Inc. and a 
member of the Meckknburger Cor&11ullanJ Group. 
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Field Research in Lead Communities 

Studying the process of change in lead communities should be a major component of the CIJE 
strategy. Documenting the process is especially important because the effects of innovation 
may not be manifested for several years. For example, suppose Community X manages to 
quadruple its number of full-time, professionally-trained Jewish educators. How long will it 
take for this change to affect cognitive and affective outcomes for ~tudents? Since the results 
cannot be detected immediately, it is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the extent to 
which the professional educators are being used effectively. Studying the process is also 
important in the case of unsuccessful innovation. 

Suppose despite the best-laid plans, Community X is unable to increase its professional 
t6aching force. Learning from this experience would require knowledge of the points at which 

the innovation broke. down. ~ :C N ~ ~~ I A 
Field researchers. A team of J i~~'fo full-tim eld researchers would be hired to carry out 
the field research in three lead communiti.e~h ~ and per~ l constraints 
are likely to constrain the number o ~~r~ is able to · ~ should be aware 
that the depth of m~tQ · , evaluation, a . eedback will b elated to the number of 
researchers ~petted by the CIJE. I e · ate that two ·-~l'fi researchers would be able to 
provide t~?evel of detail describe · his memo if e are three lead communities with an 
avera~ewish population siz about 50,000 smaller. 

t \ \ a~ tess t\N~ ~s+· Ms i'A -/-Wl {.p/){i)l,N~:; v-,;0...7: 
- Field researchers ~~M hJ;e t'ae ieUo¥mtg re!~ aslbi±iiiee: 

1. Supplement community self-studies with additional quantitative_data, as determine~ef 
folio~ · g a reviewJ>f th~ elf-studies in all of the lead communities. t""~ :t:::.~r'-'-✓ +~ ✓ •-\·. oA 
~ er:)vt.-4'\, l'f'V\ bq t..l<:-f1 c:;,,v .. ~3 v"f" J""<..-t.-,, ,r ~'l L~ !. , n .,.....,. ~ .,.~ .., ,. ..... v--.., 
~, ~ ~GM-5 ,e()t,, C ). • V\ '1 l,f _c,.~ v lit,~ ,.. 
2. Use these data, along with interviews and otiservations in th! field, to gain an understanding 
of the state of Jewish education in the community at the outset of the lead community process. 

3. Attend meetings and interview participants in order to monitor the progress of efforts to 
improve the educational delivery system, broadly conceived. 

~J:;,-~~~i~~t)'\~ .1, ~ ,';, +c-i (Yl ~\ ~ 
4.-F-re · a~i;.l,<-1;,i:.i.~..w~ Wttl--serve as a sulitte-8,f feedback for participants 
in the lead communities. 

5. Write a nine-month report (May 1993) describing and interpreting the process and products 
of change to date. An important contribution of the report would be to discuss the operative 
goals of programs in the lead community. The report would also assess progress toward the 
Commission's goals, and would speak frankly about barriers to implementing the plans of the 
local commission. In this way, the report would serve as formative evaluation for the 
community and the CIJE. 

-6:-N..~plicate the-initial ·daia-ee-He-G-t-ien.-a..y~ar-1at©-r, and contiJ:m.~monitoring progress toward 
the commission plan. 
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7. Issue a 21-month report (May 1994), which would describe educational changes that 
occurred during the first two years, and present an assessment of the extent to which goals have 
been achieved. Two types of assessment would be included: 

( a) Qualitative assessment of program implementation. 

(b) Tabulation of changes in rates of participation in Jewish education, which may be 
associated with new programs. 

It may be possible to compare changes in rates of participation to changes that do or do not 
occur in other North American Jewisl.l, S~YWJlElil.i!§.Jor example, suppose the lead 
communities show increases in rates of ~scfiooT'aftendance after Bar Mitzvah. Did 
these rates change in other communities during the same period? If not, one may have greater 
confidence in the impact of the efforts of the lead communities. (Even so, it is important to 

\ , remember that the impact of the programs in lead communities cannot be disentangled from 
the overall impact of lead communities by this method. Thus, we must be cautious in our 
generalizations about the effects of the programs.) 

The 21-month reports would serve as both formative and summative evaluation for the local 
commissions and the CUE. In other words, they would not only encourage improvement in 
ongoing programs, but would also inform decisions about whether programs should be 
maintained or discontinued. 

7. Field researchers would also serve as advisers to reflective practitioners in their communities 
(see below). . - ~"'~ ~(( ~ 

Schedule. Duri_~fii-111991, ajob description and list of qu~tions~d. The 
researchers ~be hired and undergo training during Sf)ring Mt8 summer 1992. During this 
period, further details of the monitoring and feedback system would be worked out. The 
fieldwork itself would begin in 1a~e smumer er OaftY fall 1992. 

Director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback . The field researchers would be guided by a 
director of monitoring, evaluation, and feedback. The director would be responsible for 
providing leadership, establishing an overall vision for the project. Further responsibilities 
would include making final decisions in the selection of field researchers; participating in the 
training of field researchers and in the development of a detailed monitoring and feedback 
system; overseeing the formal and informal reports from field researchers; and guiding plans 
for administration of sprveys and tests in the lead communities. 

-¥) , 1n ., A~1 .. i\lYl_, 1"\ l'l ~"!J 
Reflective practitioners:' ' In each lead community(, r.vo or more reflective practitioners would 
be commissioned to reflect on and write about their own educational efforts. e reflective 
practitioners, who could be selected by their local councils, would teachers or 
administrators involved in CIJE programs with reputations for excelle ractice, or who are 
attempting to change their practices substantially. . . 



. . . ' '• . 

The field researchers would supervise and advise the reflective practitioners. 

Collection of achievement and attitudinal data. Although specific goals for education in lead 
communities have yet to be defined, it is essential to make the best possible effort to collect 
rudimentary quantitative data to use as a baseline upon which to build. Details of this data 
collection, and a plan for longitudinal follow-ups, cannot yet be specified. As an example, we 
might administer a Hebrew test to seventh graders in all educational institutions in the 
community. Seventh grade would be chosen because it is the grade that probably captures the 
widest participation of students who study Hebrew. The test would need to be highly inclusive, 
covering, for example, biblical, prayerbook, and conversational Hebrew. It may not be 
restricted to multiple- choice answers, in order to allow respondents to demonstrate capacity 
to use Hebrew as a language. The test would be accompanied by a limited survey questionnaire 
of perhaps twelve items, which would gauge students' attitudes and participation levels. This 
data collection effort would be led by a survey researcher, with assistance from the field 

( . researchers, from community members who would be hired to help administer the survey, and 
from specialists who would score the tests. 

( ··. 

DeveloP, ent of Outcomes 
( 

It is widely re gnized that the question of the outcomes of J ewisb education, which was not 
addressed in t Commission report, cannot be avoided by the CIJE. This is not only a 

· practical necess1 , but a requirement of the research project: to evaluate the success of 
programs in the ad communities, one must know the criteria by which they are to be 
evaluated. Hence be research project will take up the issues of (a) what are the aims of 
Jewish education; an (b) bow can those aims, once defined, be measured? 

Proposed tasks for this omponent of the project for thefirst two years are: 

1. Commission a though 
education. Guidelines for 

aper by an experienced professional on the outcomes of Jewish 
e paper would include: -

(a) The focus would be c crete rather than vague. 

This might be accomplished by osing the question as, "If you were to evaluate the outcomes 
of Jewish education, what would ou look at?" 

(b) Outcomes should be addre sed in the areas of cognition, attitudes, values/beliefs, 
practices, and participation. 

2. Distribute the paper for comments t national/continental organizations for feedback. 

3. Engage the original writer to expand th aper in light of feedback received from the major 
organizations. The revision should in ude an analysis of points of agreement and 
disagreement among the organizations. 

4. Present the revised paper to the research a · ory group, posing the following questions: 

4 
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(a) Whatdoyoum of this set of outcomes? 

(b) How might they be easured? 

The research advisory group ould have two additional sources of information to consider: 
the operative goals of progr · lead communities, as described by field researchers in their 
9-month reports; and conceptio of the educated Jew developed by the Mandel Institute. 

5. Commission ap opriate exper to begin selecting or creating outcome indicators. 

Stimulation of S f~Contained Researc 

At any time during the p ~ess, the CIJE ay require urgent attention to specific issues of 
( educational effectiveness. exampl · ght be the relative effectiveness of supplementary 

school and summer camp at ndan for Jewish identification.) After developing an internal 
consensus, CIJE would eithe 1 ssue a request for proposals on that topic, or (2) recruit and 
commission individual to c ut the research project. 

Timeline 

FIELDWORK 

Fall 1991 

Spring 1992 
$ vM 'M9A !'let?.,_ 
Fall-Spring, 
1992-93 

May 1993 

Fall-Spring, 
1993-1994 

May 1994 

OUTCOME DEVELOPMENT 

create job description 

-'We1See l!h:tng, tahriss,- r~ ,._,.,.;~ ~-.d) ,re J..e~ ..,Lf\t v J 
~t-rt1 +r-'-,\1'\ ,f.'-t lJ ~"o... .. ~~ 
fieldwork underway, 
-0e•-ssien. !98Per 
quarterly 0PiofB11 r-f..fO-, t.s 

s?Gre!:eistu St:1FJ1e"511es!s 

9-month reports 
56:M.eit :Pe!j'l9MN~ QWGJil\Iilil~~~ 

fieldwork continues, 

~ ...,~"'·•·~\I.. ,...,.." sj.(.es fj 
4~ ,- ~(br:,I 

21-month reports 
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MONITORING, EVALUATION, ANC FEEDBACK IN LEAD 
COMMUNITIES: A THREE-YEAR OUTLINE 

University of "MSC011siz1, Madison 

P.2 

Ill late 1990, the Commission on Jewish E.ducation in North America iasued .A. Tlm, to A.Ct, a 
repon callln1 !or radiw improvement 1n all upecta of 11wish education. At the center af the 
:eport' 1 stn.tesic plan wu the establishmect of .. le&d communities," demonatratian iites that 
would &how Notth Ameriean lewa what wu pouibll: 

Thru u, five model commamti• will be lltablllbld tD demomcram wbat can happm when 
there ia an infulion. at out1t111.dln1 p,raonnel into Ch• ldu;aiiona1 1yuem., when th• 
importance of 1ewiah edu~ ia reco1nizod by the =,maiunity and it.t leaderahip, and 
whm the IIICIU&ey fluldJ art securld to m• lddldoQal cc1t1 (p. 67). 

The IU"9Hor to the Commiuion, the Council !or Initi1Uve1 in rewish Bducation (CIJB). is 
mobillllng 10 establilh lead communities and to carry out the •trateaio plan, 

ijow will we·knaw whether the lead communitw have succeed• in crcatin1 better structure., 
and ;proeeuu for 1ewiah educatiort? Ori what basis wm d\e CUE enCO\ttlge othet citiu to emulate 
the pro1mn1 d~eloped in lead communitiea7 I..ib any innovation. th• lad oommunltfa prajccc 
requuc. a. monitoring, O'llluation9 and ftcd'ba<:k ·component to document its oft'oru and 11uac its 
1u.c.cea1u, 

. Thil 'propoql describes a pl.an for monitoring, evaluation, and feedback in lead communities. It 
emphasizes two aspect.! of educ.adcnal change in lead communltle.s: 

(1) -What ii the proeus of chlrlp iJ1 lead communities? Thia q11cstion c:.l1s for 4eld racarch in 
the lead communities. It req,w:11 a com&ination at qualitative and quantitative data, and 
ofllrs to:matlve u well u aummativ1 evaluation-that is, feedback u well u monitorln1 
far the lad communities. 

,I ' 

(2) What are the outc~ma of chug• m lead conuuunities? Does the project •mphasim mcreased 
puticipaticn? Should w, upect a rise in 11neral J'ewish literacy? Sueh qucsUon1 ar, 
~peci•Jly ehallenpg 1-ausa the ~pedfic aurcomea h&Y& yet to be dlftned. By llldn1 about 
1oa1& in 1wi communities, the evaluation pn,jcct will stimulate pvticipan~ to thi;nk about 
their ~ ~iaioris and eatablish a standard by which chan1es can be meuumi in later years. 

1 
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Field Reaearch In Lead Communities 

Studying tho process of change in lead communities should be a major component of th, Cl1B 
sttateg)'. Documentin1 the ptoeeu is espccia11y important b1e1uae lh• t!f'octa of imlOYatioa may 
nat be manifested !or several years. Por example, suppose Community X managa to quadruple 
its number of full•tim•, profusionally-trained 1ewish educators. How lon1 will it take fer this 
change to atleot coptive a:d affbctive outcame.s for smdant.17 Sin~ the rasulta w.not be detected 
im1"4Cti&taly, ii is important to obtain a qualitative sense of the ucenc to whic:h tho pro&aional 
educators ara 'being used effectively. Studying the proce11 is also important ill the ease Qt 
unau=-,sful innovation. 

Suppose, despite tho bcst .. la.id plans, Community Xis unabla ro ~~ its profe.uional tcachinl 
force. Learniff1 from this experience would requite knowltdee of the poi.nts at which the 
innovatiOl\ brob down. 

Ftdd 1'Utardr4n: A team o! three full-time ff.dd researchers would be hiNd to ~ out the fteld 
tesearch in three lCld communities. During the mt ~, the ffc:ld racarch=ri will 'cc principally 
coneerned with three questions: 

(a) What arc the visioni !er chan1e Jn Iewistl educatian held b,:members of the communitlt47 
Bow do the visions Va:t'J ac:osa dift'erent individuals or ,egments of the conununity? How 
vque or specific are t.hese vision17 How are the visions beusg tranllated Int.a speci!k· goals 
for schools, comm\lnity centers, trip.a to Isr&tl., l!t0.1 To what extent do these visict1s and 
cOlla =,stllli= as pr0gmm1 arc being planned? , 

(b) Wbat is the exr:nt of commwrir, mobiazation for Jewish. eclUC&tion? Who is involved, and 
who is not? Haw bfot.d is the coalition 1upportin1 the CIIE's efforts? How deep is 
panidpation witbiri the various qencia? 1or ex.ample, beyond a small cor1 of leaders, is 
thee sn,ts .. roots i-nvolYeffleftt in the a,mmunity? To what extent is the community mobilized 
nnancially u well u in human re50W'Ce.1? 

(c) What is the nature of the prof,sjto1ral lif, of ldueat0n in this community? Unde: what 
conditions do teachers and principals wcrk? Pot aample, what are their sallries, and their 
de~ee of sa.tisf1.cti0n with salaries? Are school facilities cohesive, or fraamentcd? Do 
l'rincipals have office&? What are the physical conditions ot alassrooms7 Is there administra
tive sul'l'°rt for innO\'atiOI\ among teachers? 

The first qu•tlon ia essential for csstablishins that specific gow exist for improving J'ewith 
e.ducatiOfl, and tor uncovwg what these goals are. The second.and third quedtions concern the 
"'enablina optians" described m..t Tbn• to A~, the areas of improvement which are essential to 

.. 
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the 1u;i=a1 of lc&d communities: mobllizmr; community support, and buildin1 a pro!eaaian of 
lcwiab edueauon. 

Pield researchers will addras these Cluestions in the tollowina way: 

l • Supplement community self-1tw:lias with additional quantitative data. as deretminod follow
in1 a review or the telf• studies in &11 of the lead ;ornmunitiN, For uample, what are the 
edu;t.tional backgrounds of 1ewish teachers? Haw much tu.mover exists among educators 
in the ccmmunily? 

2. U1e these data, alon1 with inteniews and obleMtiom in the B.eld, to pm an underallndinS 
of the state of Jewish edueatign in the c:ommunity at the cuuet cf the lead community process. 

3. Attend meetin1s and !ntc.rvlcw participants in order ta monitor the pr01res1 cf effiuu to 
improve the~ delivery ayatcrn, ~toadly conceived. 

4. llei,crt 011, regular basis to provide teeclba.ok for participants in the lead communities. 

S. Write periodic :cport1 describing and .interpreting the proceu and products of change to 
date. An important ccmtdbution to the report would be to dlscuu the operative 1oal.~ of 
pl'ocrams in the lead commursity. The report would l.110 usmas ptosress toward the 

I • 

Commisaton•a goals, and would speak trarikly about banien to implementia1 the plans of 
the low. commislicn. Ia this way, tu nport would serve I:' f'0rmative evaluation tor the 
oommumty and the Cim. 

d. Raplicate me initial data coll=tion a year later, and gontinye monitcrin& prosress toward 
tbe comznisaion plan. 

i. llsu~ a report which woulli deseri~ educational chlngq that cc..~ duzina the two years, 
. and preaem an uaes.smmt ot the atmt ta which 1C111 are bcng addressed. na 1'epcff would 

include the follawina: 

(a) Deacriptiois of the 10111 that have been decided upon. 

This will include coanitive 1011s such u deaired achievements in subject mattet ueu 
(e,1., Iewish hi1-,. Bible, Hebrew). Whee tppr0pnatc, it will describe 111d a1fcmpt 
to me11urc: attitudinal and behavioural 10a1J (,., ., measures of Jewish identity, 
h1volvemcnt in synqop life, attiruda to Israel and to Jews throu1hout the world). 

Evey effort wW be made to discover 1oal1 fat a community u a whole. They will 
ranae t:om quantitative ac,als (e.g., pa:tlcipation rates in po1t-barJbat .. fflitzvlh educa• 
tion, bily involvement in .&mily educatian ptOlflffll), u wall u e.lemcncs that will 
be agreed upon by the community-at-larp (e., •• invalvcmmt in the dudny of tha Staie 

J ---·-- - - ·- ,...._.. ,, __ ·· - ·- _.. ... ... -- -· ._... ·- ' ""'' ' 
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of Iarul and of 1ew1 throu1hout. the wotld, inc'lued nlilious obscrvancu [a.c:cordina 
to specific denominational interpretation1J, dwlainl the climate of the community 
ccncemina Jewl1ll education, incrallld rates of involvement in communitf ~). 

{b) Monitor initial 1tep1 taken toward mchtng these goals, 

(c) Qualitative assessment or program impleznmtaticn. 

(d) Tabul&tioa of changes in rates of participation in 1•wiah education, which may be 
atsaciated with new propams. 

(e) The resoutcea of the Mandel Institute-Harvard University Program of Scholarly 
Collaboration ud it& project en altcmative concepdonl cf the educated Jew will be 
made available by the CUE to thosa worldn1 on the 10&11 u~ of the monitonn,
evaluaticn-feedbaelc project 1n th• lead communities. 

Tha faculty anc1 ataff of the religiou• denominaticm• ha.vc ban rec:uitc:d to &Hist in this project. 
Prof. Danial Pekar1ky, a scholar in the fteld of philo,ophy of education at the University ot 
Wiseaasin, will coatdinate this effort at cievel0Pin& ~d utablishin1 ,oals. 

Prof. Ptkaraky and membtn of the •taff ot tb, CUE are c:olllcdly IKladng examplm of schools 
and other educational iMtituticm m Jawim and pneral edueation, that have undertaken thou1htful 
defimticn• of thllr 1oall. 

It may he po11ibla to compue change, in rat. ol ptnicipation to chanpa that do or do not OCC\11' 
1n other North American 1ewisb. cormrnmidu. Per exampla, svppoae the lead communitiu show 
incnuea in ntea of supplementary school at.tendlnce after Ba: Mitzvah. Did these raiea wnp 
in other commwrities durln1 the same i,eriod? If not, one may bave ireater c.cmfidecc1 in the 
impact of the effortl of' the lud communitw. (Bven •o, it i1 important to remembet that the 
impact of the proarama 111 111d communities caMOt be dl1entan&led from the overall impact of 
lead commumties b)' thi• method. Thu,, we must be c:&\ltiou1 in our 1encnll,.ationa abo~ the 
off'ccts of the pro,ram1.) 

Tho rapona would serve u both !ormative and sammative eval'Ultlon tor the local ccmmiuiona 
and the CD'!. In other wcrds, they would not only enccut11e ifflprO\IIS%TIIZt in onp1 propm1, 
but would also inform decisions about whether proarama should bo maintained or discontinued. 

Dfr,c:or of1nanitartn1, fitlluanms, alld.fe,dbatk: The field ruearchera will be 1uided by, 
director of monitarin1. cvaluadon. and fdact. The director wm be reaponsi.ble for providin& 
lead1r1hlp, eallblilhin.1 an overall vision !or the ptOject. J'urthc responabilliia would include 
makin1 final drdu0ru In the selecticn of ftald rcsarchms; partici,atina in the crainina of fteld 

., 
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mearchen and in the development of a datailed monitodna and teodba 1y1tem; ovenlliJlg the 
formal and intannal tepOEta ~ uc:l"~~cr•; and guidln1 plw fbr ad.ministraticn of amveys 
111d te1ta in the lead 08m~. l fiiU also involve coordinatian and int11ratioct of the w0tk 
001011s that is being led by~ ~anky. 

Coliu:ll,m of ldtl1wm,-,u and anllfMWJl dato: Although speci5c 10all for education in lead 
communities wil' now be developed; it is euential to make the best pouibl• ertort to collect 
rudlmentaty quan·1.tative data to use a.1-1 buellne upon whi.Gh to build', As an example, we mi.pt 
adnuni1w a Beb! tw tllt to aeventh aradera in all tdu,ltional imtit'Jtions in the commwtity. 
S-"uth 1r1de ~ ,uld be choaen becau11 it it the 1rad1 that probably capture, the widest 
pard.clpatlon of st ldenu who atudy Hebrew. The fist would need to be highly itldualY1, coverin1, 
tor · · ple, b_il lica1. prayerbook, and ~onvcaational Hebrew. It may not be rtatrictl:d to 

f ,, J.i. 
multip r ... _. • 111wm, in order to allow rnpondenta to dcnon1trate capadty to we Hebrew u 
aJansuqe. ·,._·tat would be ICCOmpanied by a.limited l'llfVC)' quo.stimmaire otpchapa twelve 
item,. which would 1au1e 1tudent1' attitude• and p&rticipation levels. Simil&t efforts will be 
widartalmn to discovc appropriato achieveme11t te.tts wbe:msr th1y m&y exist. Pint r.ftbrrs will 
b• undertakm to encourage tams of educator1 to dMlop additioMl achievement rmt.1. This data 
collection effort would be led by a aurvey researcher, with assistance from the .ae1d researchara, 
from community memben who would be hired to help admini111r the surveys and from speciallsU 
who would KOl'e the tats. 



December 20, 1993 

Dear Seymour, 

I'm confused by the document you sent me after our phone 
conversation. I expected a revised version of the plan we worked 
out last August (dated July 25, 1993, but revised and handed to 
you in Baltimore in August in preparation for your meeting with 
Hirschhorn). Instead, the document you sent is a revision of my 
original proposal for the MEF project, which dates back to 1991 
(but was officially approved in the summer of 1992) . The three 
years that are referred to in the title were 1991-92, 1992-93, 
and 1993-94. I'm not sure which three years are implied by the 
title in the revised document. 

The document does not refer to our planned work in developing 
community profiles. These were originally called self-studies 
and were to be done by the communities, but we have now taken the 
lead in carrying them out. The first component is the survey of 
educators. A second step is to enumerate the organizations 
involved in Jewish education , as described in box 4, p.12 of the 
planning guide. We will be working on this in the spring. 

The document focuses more substantially on goals than any of our 
previous plans. As you'll see in the next month or two, our main 
conclusion after the first year is that there are no cohesive 
goals for Jewish education in these communities. (I consider 
that a fine conclusion for a baseline.) But I think we are some 
ways away from being abl e to write the report that fits with what 
you say in item 7 on p.3 of the document. That is because so 
far, there are no "goals that have been decided upon." What is 
the time frame for this report? Which are the "two years" 
mentioned in item 7? 

The paragraph about achievement and attitudinal data on p.5 of 
the document does not appear in recent versions of MEF plans. I 
prefer instead to advocate funding for the Shohamy assessment of 
day school Hebrew levels in the lead communities. So far that 
has not been approved, and in the plan I wrote for Hirschhorn in 
August, this was mentioned only briefly as a possibility. 

What is the purpose of the document? If it is only to send to 
Mr. Hirschhorn, then I have no objection. However, I would not 
want to see it as the definitive plan for MEF, because it does 
not mention the self s tudies, it does not reflect my latest 
thinking on assessment, and I'm not sure what time period it 
covers. 

Yours, 

Adam 
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28.12.93 
To: Date: --------------- ----------
Frcm: · __ SE_Y._'Mi..._,.0-U...,.'R_Fi..,.0..,X~----- No. Pages: _______ _ 

608-ZG3--6448 
Fax Number: -------------

Dear Adam. 

I'm sorry for not answering your letter about Hirschhorn. I was involved in 
two weeks of intensive, important and invigorating meetings of the Mandel 
Institute Board. 

I believe that several of your points are correct and I would like to discuss 
how to handle this with you. Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely. 

Seymour Fox 

P.S. Annette and I will be sending you our suagestions for Policy 
Implications of the Teachers Survey in the next few days . 

·-···--- -------- ..... ... ----······. 




